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SAVING TO
THE CITY
Money Received For Pay-
ing Off Bonds.
Yearly Interest Consider-
ably Reduced--A Suc-
cessful Sale.
OnCi,i,jii the oity issued
1115 lye per oast bonds of the denomina-
' ales at 8500 sash making the sum of
$111,000, which was subscribed to aid in
Milan the Ohio Valley railway into
Me atty. Shim that time enough bonds
haws been paid off to leave on the first
dey of the present month only $64,000.
Oa lima day UN Book of Hopkineville
, paid le thee* fer $51.000 refunding
Fear per Goat Wads. onatigh to pay off
- Ablismalro amtvearit the outstanding
beads, thereby paying for the new
beads a premises of flu per cent, being
a baste rues per salaam of only 3.07 per
meat interest, which is one third of one
per coat less than any municipal or
sematy bonds have ever been placed at
in Leatooky.
That sale resulted in paying di with
the premium on the new bond. about
a5,5011.00 and red 
— -
Amount of
insmrest paid eer from $3.200.00 to
•Ist widoit is • very large saviag
ably. The sale was made by a
arnaailMee eompotted of Mayor Y. W.
Dahomey. OityAttorney A.P.Osookett and
Tresaarair Joan T. Rdainnele, all of
Wham have labored asstdinesly tor the
three menthe in making this sue-
meridal sale.
CUM AND CARRIER EXAMINATION.
, —
The Usitod 'Sates civil service turm-
oil= assounoes that on November
MI, NW, enezeininatiso will be held in
Ibis oily for the positions of c!erk and
Senner In shoptalk* set vice.
• liamiamilisa hopes to all citizens
of the tinkled Beaten between the ages
at dightella and forty-five 7ears who
may demise to enter the service, and who
amply with the requirements All
mesh paeans are invited to apply, but
attieseion is invited to She fact that from
time aertiSed the department usually
siesta for appointment eligibles who
ins residents of the district in which the
oammeles exist Applicants will be ea.
embed. graded and certified with entire
Imparelality and wholly without regard
,to say esmeideration save their ability
as dims by the grade attained in the
fizambsellea.
Per applkseima blank (Form 101), full
inearnotissie, specimen of examination
qamaisaa. and information relative to
the dative and salaries of the different
pedIfeas, applioadon should be made to
A. 0. °worshiper, secretary of postal
beard.
hlInikealiess awl be on file with the
merstaity et She local board before the
boar of eindeg benison on Oct 23. 1901.
Ladesellas nears Shoes
sins ;assailer after mina Allen's
alielb, a powder to be waken into
theas. It makes tight or new shom
;desk easy; gives instant relief.to °ores
imams. It's the greatest mentors
diesevery of the age. Oures and pre-
' tetnee wanes fest, Megan, oallous and
ihre ogees Alien's Foot-gam is a M-
UM ONO owasIdag, sot, oohing feet.
AS ell denggiste and shoe stores, Um
TRW whew MUM by mail. Addrees,
AMISS. Otaseesed, Le Roy, N. Y.
STOIES.C.OYINOTON.
Ildger fltakee, a prominent young for-
est or the Allsoeville neighborhood
and Miss Rats Covirgton , daughter of
M. J. G. Oovingtos, of Hopkinsvills,
ware 11110ffried jest aorom the Tennessee
line nese Guthrie, last Wdnesday.--
• Ille Leaf-Obroutole,
IBUTIERN PRESBYTERIAN SYNOD.
The Sootier. Presbyterian Synod,
ombeaelag the largest body of Presbyte-
elms in Kentucky, will meet in the
limelt-esreei Presbyterian church in this
oily Tuesday, October IS, at 7:30 p. m
AR the tailroode have given a one and
mmoildrd fare rate _Cu the certificate
pies. Hotels have made rednoel rates,
and all wbo aspect to attend are asked
to write to Oberman .1 R. McPherson,
and inearillill/B110t will be provided.
Iliesegthes tie tired kidneys and pa
illy die liver and bowels with a few do-
om el Pridtly Asit Mikes. Iii. an &d-
utiable kidney lesie. Sold by Jas. 0
Om&
BUY MACHINERY.
The Omissmsre Ice and Ooal Company
doted sastract with the York
Ps., for machinery of
NMI* One Sillemeity. The company
bays Wee ler water today.
TWE WINTER,
Js Rale Is Peis Ilastsr.)
P w aegis sod *olds lesson's Porous
MON are em=2 better rem-
edy then itsy _ or internal.
Tisk medidsmi poopernes eater the skin
nedierstXre tie sad 4f Mediums.
and sum • "mated" oold
withent diterblag tie grim or
often nati.
genie. limuloa's ere medicinal in
the WWI &tree, sad quickest to set.
sd on the eism or back or on both
Mow in swims mesa, Co good effect is
The eoneestion yields, the
stagiabates and the breathing improves,sr bromide' affections or kidney
air" as. mai with the least potable
end loss et time.
lissees Photon are immessambly en.
pair le lisibidsses, Strengthening, Cep.
deem et soy Misr eombination in piaster
haw They are also preferable to cid.
mesin, Moistest. sod alma
Innsoa's Meters have merived MON
MAW ~do wow sa eampatiters; sad
mese dies LOOS violins and dreggits
keno desired fins to to one of the few
Iminuredity boinsiold sentedies. For sale
br am*" et V• PfslAY Postai*
es ssy ariabis erased in the United
Mom sessipeof lie. sat&
lit ems poseraitt :ionise. Accept no
IIPZIar  &amen, X. 
Gamins LK
KEPT FUSION CLUB
FROM BEING FORMED
Latest Sample Of The
Ringsters' Tactics.
Invaded Meeting of Col-
ored Voters and Broke
It Up.
Every day some new achievement of
the Ring in the way of bluffing and
bulldozing comes to light. Their latest
feat was to swoop down uninvited on a
fusion meeting and break it up.
Wednesday night, Oct 2, a meeting of
colored voters who favored the anti-
Ring ticket was held at the colored
Baptist oburob at Walnut Grove for the
purpose of organizing a fusion club. A
large crowd was present and the Ring-
there "binged lite" Rem Batson, the
chairman, stated the object of the meet-
ing and Henry Lander colored, mode a
speech. The Ring demandad a division
of time and when they were informed
that the meeting was not held for joint
debase,- they advanced on and surround-
ed the chairman. Somebody fired a
pistol and a "rough house" seemed in&
miaow, the meeting breaking up in
confusion. Judge Polk Cinder, who
was present. tried to restore order and
had a hot verbal mix-up with °minty
Clerk John Prowse and it is said the
lie was passed. Among the valiant
Republican candidates who stormed the
meeting were OshoH Anderson, John
Poland, John P. Prows., Jim Rogers,
W. T. Fowler, Robert Cook and Lem R.
Davis. When the assembly was dis-
persed, an open invitation, it is stated
on good authority, was given to
date for county attorney, who, with
Judge W. P. Winftee and Pref. James
M. Galvin, was et the meeting, met Jim
Rogers, Ring caldhiste for representa-
tive, and said to bior :
"I thought you were too much of a
gentleman to be guilty of such conduct
as on last night."
-I am , I am!" protested Rogers.
Everybody is entitled to guess what
Mister Rogers meson
—
It seems that there are a few Demo-
orate in this vioinier who do not feel
that they can 000scientionsly give their
II:Ippon to the Demeloratic fusion tick-
et, says the Pembroke Journal. As an
excuse for their feeling in the matter
they poiut to the fact that there are two
men on this ticket who have heretofore
affiliated with the Roputhcan party.
As far as we CID see, this is worse than
no excuse. It sboOld be remembered
that this fusion ticket was rlie.d in the
field for the sole purpose of °ening a set
of men who hive Wien unscrupulous in
the method employed to perpetuate
themselves io power ; who have endeav-
ored at every opportunity to prostitute
the ballot bee, and wbo have knowingly
and maliciously brought di.grace upon
the name of our great county. So deep
Into shame and oorruption has this
plunged than a vein number of their
fellow Republicans rtannot oonicienti-
ously follow them tuhher. They have
promised their earnein support to the
fusion movement as the only possible
way of rescuing the reins of local gov-
ernment from snob ultwonhy hands.
The day of the &onion is drawing
near, and it is a duty every good man
In Christian county owes to himself and
to his family to go to his voting precinct
and stamp under she itooster Vote the
the colored people to help themselves to ticket from bottom to top and see that
Republican whisky. your neighbors do the same This is no
time to let potty difference gel the a--Yesterday Frank Rives fusion oandi- per hand of you.
"COLUMBIA" THE UNDISPUTED
GEM OF THE OCEAN.
SIR THOMAS LIPTON.
NEW YORK, Oct 4.,—(Special. —The America's cup will kemain at home.
The last race between the Columbia and the Shamrock resulted tp a victory for
Pierpont Morgan's yacht by the narrow margin of 41 seconds, on time allowance.
For the second time she has now sucoessfally foiled the atherept of the Irish
knight to west from our possession the cup that means the yachting suprema-
cy of the world. And plucky Sir Thomas Lipton, standing on the bridge of the
Erin, led his guests in three hearty huzzahs for the suocessful defender.
"She is the better boat," he said, "and she deserves to be obeered."
DEATH WAS CONDUCTOR AND
HUMAN LIVES HIS FARE.
Frightful Accidents Hap- he was swung around and fell between
the cars. The heavy wheels passed over
pen Saturday Afternoon,
Same Train Killed Two
Men In Different Parts
Of The County.
A trail of blood marked the course of
the third section of No. 81, southbound
through freight on the Louisville &
Nashville railroad, in Christian county
eaturethe sithinetee
At Kelly a negro was finally Injured;
In this any a young white man was in-
stantly killed by the train; and just be.
fors the latter accident, a cow was
sem* by the pilot and knocked off the
track.
Charles Berry wse the name of the
'don= who met death here. He was
about twenty-five years of age, and was
employed as a !brakeman on the main
line of the lihinols 0•Istral railroad. He
was a moo of James Robert Berry, who
lives in the Pilot Rook vicinity. Voting
Berry had been in tie city several days
and bad been drinking heavily. He
spent Friday night in the pollee station
and when released Saturday morning
conttuued his spree.
He was in a saloon near the Louisville
&Nashville passenger depot when about
4:15 o'clock the through freight passed
along. Berry staggered from the door
of the saloon directly toward the train
He seised a round of the ladder on rear
hi. body, crushing mach of it into pulp
and strewing the bloody fragments along
the track for a handoki yards. Death
was immediate, for while the unfortu-
nale man's head and legs were not man-
gled, his body was mashed into bite,
and from Ninth street Ito Shrois ware-
house the rail was ovvereerall blood
and pieoee of flesh. It was nearly an
hour before the dismembered remains
were collected and placed in a coffin
and an inquest was held.
Sunday afternoon the remains were
taken to the Old Eireneezar church
where the funeral and aortal took place.
1—e. — is.f.thant and • collec-
tion was taken up to defray the expense
of the interment, $25 being oontributed.
Fenders Garrott wee killed at Kelly.
He was a young negro whose home was
a short dietanoe from the station He
and two Lee boys jumped on the train
as it passed through Kelly as a rate of
about seven miles an hour, inteeding to
ride as far as Oarrrottl !lotus and jump
off.
Garrott, to show it). expertness at
boarding Stains, leaped off, ran along
the track a few yards Rod then attempt-
ed to get back on theft& He wes jack-
ed under the wheels. three oars and the
caboose passed over his legs, crushing
them between the hips and the knees.
He lived till morning. Garrott leaves a
wife and two children..
In both cases the verdict of the coro-
ner's jury found that to carelessness on
the part of the victims their deaths were
due.
The cow struck by the train belonged
to Peter Postell. The minal was notof a box oar opporently intending to
board the train to leave town. Instead, killed.
Woman Arrested
On Awful Charge.
onDAYTON, 0 , Oct. 7.—Mrs. J. A. Witmer, • widow, was arrested today
suspicion of committing fourteen murders.
Your of her husbands are believed to be among her victims.
It is charged, also, that she killed her sister and ti•ti children.
COMPLETE BONUS FOR
LABORS VOLUNTEERS
Session Of Fiscal Court
Ended Saturday.
What The Magistrates
Did On The Last
Day.
The October term of the fiscal court of
Christian ocnoty was finished Saturday
afternoon, and the magistrates adjourn-
ed after allowing themeelves six day,'
pay.
Appropriations to pry for the new
rock crusher and engine were made, ag-
gregating $26160. The sum of $400 was
allowed to feed county mules. The
usual number of persons were released
from poll tax for varions curies. Fol-
lowing appropriations for speciel com-
mittees were made for service, render
ed: Turnpike bond oommithionere, $25
each; road machinery committee, $15
each; turnpike survey committee, $10
each. The county judge and Janice+
8. G. Buckner and W. R Long were
appointed a committee to investigate
repairs needed on the ceorthoure Sal-
aries of road supervisors, John K. Ma-
jor and J. P. Brown, from Oct. 1901 Is
April 1904,amounting to $100 each, were
allowed.
County Jurige °angler read a brief
farewell thanking the court for their
courtesies and kindness to and their co-
operation with him during his term as
presiding officer of the body. The com-
munication was orderei spread upon
the minutes.
Harvey W. Breathitt tendered his
resignation as special deliognent tax
collector, and Eclairs S 0 Buckner was
appointed to soothed him, the cempen-
cation being fixed at 15 per cent of the
sums collected.
MRS. GOOCH'S ESTATE.
On motion of Rev. James 0. Gooch,
only surviving heir of the late Mrs. Sa-
rah A. Gooch, E. G. Oaths was appoint-
ed adminirtrator of her estate. John
W. Courtney, Walker Mitchell and 0.
W. Wiley were appointed appraiser&
000D CATCH.
George Caldwell, col, wanted in
Nashville 03 a charge of assault and at-
tempt to murder, was c toured hers
Saturday afternoon by Chief of Police
Matthews and Officer Mot:lord. A Nash-
ville officer came after him Sunday.
FATALLY
MUM.
Barkley Boyd, aged twenty-one, son
of Mr. Brooks Boyd, met with an acci-
dent Saturday night that will probably
prove fatal. While out hunting his
doge treed a rac000n. .Young Boyd
climbed after it. When about 30 feet
in the air, a 11rub broke and he fell to
the ground with great force, sustainers
internal Injuries. Partial paralysis fol
lowed.
"I had long suffered from indigo.-
lion," writes G A. LeDeis. Otelar City,
Mo. "Like others I tried many prepa-
rations but never found anything that
did 1240 good until I took Kedol Dyspep-
sia Ours. One bottle cured me. A
friend who had suffered similarly I put
on the use of Kodol Dyspepsia Onre. He
is gaining fast and will soon be able to
work. Before he used Kodol Dyspep-
sia Cure indigestion had made him a
wreck." R. 0. Hardwick
REVENGE
U. S. Troops Take It For
Samar Slaughter.
(Special to New Era)
WASHINGTON, Oct. 7 —From ad-
ditional details furnished the war de-
partment by Gen. Chaffee from Manila,
it is learned the Filipinos made a rich
haul at Samar. They secured at least
60 rifled; and 26.000 rounds of IIMMUDt-
bon. Ospt. Bookmiller of the Ninth
Ninth Infantry, reported he had visited
Samar, buried the dead end reduoed
the town to ashes Col. De Rummy, of
the Eleventh Infantry, hae sent &strong
guard to chastise the natives if found.
BAPTIZED BY POUKINU
Kentucky Baptist flints-
ter's License Revoked.
(Special to New Era.)
INEZ Ky., Oct 7.—The Rev. Ira K.-
Opp, aged 64, for fifteen years a minis-
ter of the United States Baptist church,
suffered a revocation of his lithium to
preach as the result of an sooleeisetioal
trial on the °barges of violating the
rules of the church. In compliance
with the dying request of his daughter,
Mrs. Fannie Meeks, he baptised her by
pouring en of water, which action was
alleged to be a breach of (shine% rules.
He was tried twice here and was ac-
quitted, whereupon the church authori-
ties took the case to Ward chapel, three
miles north, on • change of venue Rev.
Me. Essepp will appeal.
REDUCE YOUR INTEREST.
We solicit applications for farm loans
on ten years time interest payable an-
nually, with privilege of prepayment in
gny one year of any amount, at any
time, not to exceed one fifth of the prin-
cipal. We issue tire, lightning, torna-
do, and the only life insurance policy
giving absolute, continuous, non-forfeit-
able and incontestable protectioo. It
abooleitely.protects wherever the sun
nines. We also deal In bank stooks,
bond.. and high grade investment &o-
carina.
W•LT3111 F. Geantro & CO.
Insurance and Finanoial Agenir
dllw wly
Will Cost Federal Govern-
OFFICERS BELIEVE THEY HAVE
PADUCAH DIAMOND THIEVES.
Two lien And Disguised
ment Millions. Woman Arrested
Spanish-American War
Veterans May Collect
$592 Each.
It has been discovered by attorneys
that every volunteer who enlisted dur•
ing the Elpanish-American war is en-
titled to a bounty amounting to $192,
provided for by the federal government.
It is estimated that the discovery of
this old law will con the federal govern •
went many millions.
The matter is runt pending before At-
torney General Kann at Washington.
The matter is ext$1101L
within the next ten days.
During the °toil seer bounties amount-
ing to $300 were paid to volunteers.
Some time after the war this law went
cut of existence. To provide for futare
contingencies the federal bounty law
was passed. It is olaimed that the
bonoty law makes no mention of the
service within the boundaries of the
country. The law provides for the pay-
ment of bounties upon enlistment.
During the late war two classes of
bounties were paid by the federal au-
thorities To those private, who en-
listed for service in any part of the
world $31 20 or two months' additional
pay was allowed. Officers of all grades
were allowed two months extra pay. To
those volunteers who would not leave
the country one month's extra pay was
allowed
The discovery is one of great import
to the soldier boys of our own state as
well as to a great number in and about
Hopkinsville. Should no hitch arrive
In the matter and should Attorney Gen-
eral Knox decide the law Is valid, the
boys who crossed tbe sea in defense of
the fisg together with those who did
not, will be in pocket a snug little sum
In the event the Attorney General de-
cides the law invalid, the matter will
likely go to the courts for settlement
and the matter will finally land in the
supreme wort.
CATAMOUNT KILLED
By Alfred Bridges Near Maple Grove la
Trigg Comely.
The Cadiz Record says: A cats-
meant was killed Lear the home of Mr.
Alfred Bridges near Maple Grove last
Wednesday night. The animal oame
to the home of Mr. Bridges during the
urges eua a large .1.8
tree not far sway. Thinaing it was a
coon, Mr. Bridges and his sons chopped
the tree down and the animal was
killed by the dog, when it was (Re-
covered to be a catamount. Its body
was two and a half feet long, and was
of brown color with black spots. Its
feet were as large as those of a big dog
and class wilts an inch long. It also
had a three loch tail and very beg
teeth—Over SO tine in length. The
hide has been stuffed and is pruvirg a
great curiosity to people throughout the
neighborhood.
CONFEDERATE VETERANS
To Hold State Reasioe at Louisville,
October 12.
Preparations are being made for the
State reunion of the United Oonfeder-
ate Veterans' Association at Louisville
on October 22. The general order call-
ing for the holding of the reunion was
issued by Major General J. It Poyntz,
commanding the Kentucky Division.
The several committees which will
have the reunion in charge are now be-
ing appointed, and all will be in work-
ing order in a weez. The entertain-
ments which are planned include a re-
ception at the Galt House, trolley rides
and a "smoker," given by the Oommer-
Mal club.
A rate of one fare for the round trip
ha. been made by all railroads Tick-
ets will be good from October 21 to Oc-
tober 24 inclusive.
The reunion will be an impressive one
In several respects The founding of a
Confederate home in Kentucky will be
considered and a Major Gereral and
four Brigadier Generals for the Ken-
• e••L-t-e will be chosen.
pees° NAL NOTES.
From Monday's daily.
Miss Irene Randle, of Trenton. Ky.
is visiting friends in the city.
. Mrs. Rogers Barr and son, John, are
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Hunter Wood, Sr.
Miss Jennie Glass is visiting in 10ov•
ington.
Dr. W. W. Ray, superintendent of the
Western Kentucky Asylum for the In-
sane, is in Louisville.
Uspt. 0 D. Bell. of Bell, is in the city
mingling with his friends.
Mr. MoOlure Kelly, of Dallas, Teem,
is visiting his parents, Mr and Mn
Walter Kelly.
The key to health is in the kidneys
and liver Keep these organs active and
you have health, strength and cheerful
spirit.. Prickly Ash hitters is a dime-
lent for the kidneys, regulates the liver,
stomach and bowels. A golden house-
hold remedy. Sold by Jas. 0. Cook.
WANTS CANTRILL
TO VACATE.
(Special to New Era.)
GEORGETOWN, Ky., Oct. 7.—The
defense in
morning filed an
James E. Oantrill to vacate the bench
d urine the trial, whiter begins tomorrow.
the Caleb Powers case
affidavit
this
asking Judge
Leader Is Said To Have
Perpetrated Robberies
In Hopkinsville.
Chief of Police Matthews was inform-
ed by telephone today that Special Oft-
oer Jeff Harlan, of the L. & N and
Oily Marshal Ooyle bad arrested three
persons, one a pretty woman in mans
clothes, at Earlorgton, as suspects in
connection with the $7,000 Paducah
jewelry burglary.
It is believed one of the persons was
the smooth thief who -lifted" several
and pocket-books to this city.
His name is Frank Taylor.
Taylor and his companions were ar-
rested by the officers Sunday at ternoon
se they *ere slipping out of a box car
in the Earlington yards.
Harlan recrogniz•d Taylor and remind-
ed him of a meeting in Cincinnati, after
Claude Pdimme, of Guthrie, had a $5C0
diamond stud taken out of his shirt at
Hopkineville when Bryan and Goebel
spoke at this place. Taylor and a fam-
ous Chicago crook named Tbsrp are be-
lieved to b eye known where that stone
went.
Taylor admitted ht. identity. The
officers searched him and found an ex-
press re oil p5 dated Oct. 4 for goods ship-
ped to a point in the south. It is
thought this package may contain the
jewelry or a part of it. He also had a
book containing memoranda of numer-
ous rings, bracelets and other like ern-
cies. One of the party at once impress-
ed the (hoer. as being a woman in dis-
guise, and upon being questioned she
admitted the fact, and said she bad been
arrested several times before but that
her identity haa never before been dis-
covered. She gives her name as Lizzie
Thomas, of Blot mthorg, Pa., and says
she left borne because the was not treat-
ed well by her brothers, and that her
father is wealthy. The name of Lizzie
Smith was found written on a leaf of
Taylor's book and this may be the girl's
real name.
She is unusually pretty, and only
about 17 years old, has light brown hair,
out man fashion, blue eyes, full round
face and feature, and tine complexion;
is of medium height and weighs about
110 pounds.
The-bilkers discovered another mem-
ber of the party to be a man named
Thompson, of Chillicothe, 0. The third
man is unknown, but is not thought
to have any connection with the Padu-
cah jib
Blood Is Spilled
In Church Yard. 
Four Men Milled, Two Fatally Wounded
And Two Shot As The, Result
Of An Old Feud.
MIDDLESBOR), Ky., Oct. 7.—At Bite Springs l'aion Beptist eeturoh in
Claiborne county, Tennessee, yesterday, after preaching, a shooting aff sir occur-
rod.
The following men were killed :
TIP OALDWELL.
JAMES OALDWELi.
PUSH MORGAN.
HENRY MORGAN.
Four other men were wounded and two are believed to be mertally Injured.
An old feud was the bottom of the terrible tragedy.
LETTERS
OF CRANKS.
Outer Documents In Gov-
ernor's Waste Basket.
Hopkinsville Asylum Pa-
tient's Good Joke On
The State.
(Special to New Era
FRANKFORT, Ky. Oct. 7.—Proba-
bly every public man is the victim of
tbe crank letter writer. Insanity Wm.
to manifest itself in this form more fre-
quent'y than any other. Probably the
governor is the recipient of more cranky
letters than any other individual. Every
man with a hobby feels called upon to
unburden his scheme on the governor.
Amateur detectives look upon him as an
information bureau Inventors feel
that the executive department can as-
sist them in forwarding their schemes.
Probably the most numerous of the go.
DWI crank is the one who has a scheme
of government warranted to cure all
the ills of the body poliic
Some of the letters ric ived by the
governor show evidence of intelligence
excerpt in some lines, where the mind of
the writer is evidently on a tangent.
Only a short write ago a voluminous
pamphlet was received from Earl Some-
body, who announces himself a. a the
"Lord of the Universe," and who thinks
If his plan of government were adopted
the milennium would be upon es
There is one persistent pamphleteer
who has been unloading his his produc-
tions on the executive office for the past
eight,or ten years. H e hobby Is she
roming dissolution of the world
He quotes copiuu sly from the eript-
ur,e_s,...b:12h:* i cinfntsibek:uainjy.icus dt tomsat tner
is the merest jargon.
escaped lunatics exhibit some shrewd-
ness in getting their letters to the gov-
ernor. A female inmate of the Hop-
kinsville institution describes her life'
rather wittily, and seems to think it a
great Joke that she is perdritted to have
an easy time at state expense. Another
writer, who puts M. D. after his name,
has discovered an Infallible ours for la-
nai* and will make asylums unneees-
vary if the governor will only let him
out of the asylum to practice his art.
He does not explain why he does not
praotioe his healing where patients are
numerous. For the past few mouths
letters have been coming at the rate of
one or two a week from some point in
Illinois. Only a portion of the letters
can be deciphered, but the burden of
them is that some men who have com-
mitted crime in Kentucky l'On ii be lo-
cated, if only enough money were sent.
The puzzle could nct be unraveled sof-
ficienty to indicate what criminals were
so nearly in the clut-lbes of the law,
and heath no answer amid be sent. A
few days ago the correspondent wrote
that DOI having received the necesthey
funds and encouragement from the
governor, he would return to his place
in the asylum and remain until the
governor could see the importance of
sending him the necessary fonds and
treating his communications with the
importance they deserved.
Soinetimes the crank breaks out in
rhyme. The governor has probably re-
cei•ed fifty "poems" on the death of
Goebel, some of them passable, but
most of them bed. One poet sent a lit-
tle pamphlet a few days ago. He signs
himself "The Pi eee,:e," and be hails
from Turtle P .t. P.. The following
is a fair sample of the muse's work:
"To the governor of each Siete
I send a message u f Hay fate;
Liar Is the sir! reli,e4e0eWInfirmi
rgeliceind silver in bow.
I ask my brother sane from 3 on,
Please set bim free to till the land.
And )(din in nature hand in hand "
There is a whole lot more like this,
only worse. "Peraclete's" picture in
half-tone adorns the title page, and
shows him in most suppliant attitude,
with hands extended pleading &pow
ently for justioe for his "brother saae.0
There are other letters, cot from
cranks, but from merlons who have an
exaggerated idea of the scope of the
governor's duties and powers.
have an idea that he can grant
genoes, especially in violations
Thee*
indul-
of the
w. One wants permission to sell liq-
uor, another to lire • seine in catching
fisb, another wants the governor to
make the judge decide a law suit in his
favor. Begging letters are frequent,
and if the governor contributed to all
the charity feuds and loaned all the
money that unknown parties ask of
him he would have to demand • very
substantial increase in his salary.
Of °muse crank letters are not gener-
ally au .wered, but it is the practice to
give-reply to every letter, where it is
possible to Oyes the information wanted.
Tinning!
A Time Of Need
You'll find our roofing a strong
protection in time of need.
Our roofing, guttering, piping
etc., are good and durable and
when the winds blow and the
Hoods come they stand the test
We sell cistern pumps, clean out
and repair your cistern, gutters,
pipes, etc. Charges reasonable.
Call and see us or 'phone 1094,
Vie St., opp. Hotel Latham.
.G.Greer
You Ought To
Have
Trousers
All around your closet.
Extra trousers are in de
mend now and we meet
the demand by making
them to order at little
prices. Examine our
line of Fall and Winter
Woolens.
Walter A. Ward,
Merchant Tailor.
112 South Main Street
PERUNA CORES CATARRH
OF KIDNEYS EVERY TIME:
et-
DANGEROUS KIDNEY DISEASES CURED
Persia Creating a National Sestalles is the Cure
of Chronic Ailments of the Kidneys.
Mr.Jobn Vance, of Hartford City, Ind.
says: "My kidney trouble is much
better. I have improved so much that
everybody wants to know what medi-
cine I am using. I recommend Perana
to everybody and some have commenced
to use it. The folk.' all say that if Dr.
Hartman's medicine cures me it most be
nest."
Mr. J. Brake, of Petrol**. Ontario,
Canada, writes: “Four yews ago I
bad a severe attack of Bright's Di.-
which brought me so low the
doctor said nothing more could be
done he me. I began to to take Perrin
and iManalin, and in three months I
was a well man, and have continued
so ever since."
At the appearance of the first symptom
of kidney trouble, Peruna should be
taken. This remedy strikes atones the
very root of the disease. It at once re-
Reyes the catarrhal kidneys of the stag-
nant blood, preventing the escape' of
swam from
the blood. Pe-
runa stimu-
lates the kid.
neys to ex-
crete from
the blood the
emu mule t-
in g poison,
and thus pre-
vents the
convulsion
which are sure to follow if tbe poisons
are allowed to remain. It Wes great
vigor to the heart's action and digeetive
system, both of which are apt to fail
rapidly in this disease.
Parana cures catarrh ad the &lbws
dimply because it cures catarrh whop.
ever located.
A book on catarrh, written by Dr.
Hartman, will be sent free to any ad-
dress by The Perrino Medicine Cu,
Columbia; Ohio.
Grand Gift
DISTRIBUTION!
We will distribute among our cus-
tomers Thursday, Dec. 26th, 1901,
thirty presents now on exhibition at
VII db, 
foilOWS:
ist Premium—One Marble Top
Dough Kneader and Beaten
Biscuit Machine.
2d Premium-1 Bbl. White Swan
Patent Flour.
3d Premium-1 Set Tintern Cups
and Saucers.
4th Premium-1W Lb. Sack Gran-
ulated Sugar.
5th Premium—I Box of 50 Ricer)
Cigars.
6th Premium-1 Fiber Water
Bucket.
7th Promium-1 Elegant 12 piece
Chamber Set.
8th Premium-1 year's subscrip-
tion Weekly New Era.
9th Premium-50 Lb. Sack White
Swan Patent Flour.
10th Premium-1 two-pound can
Chase & Sanborne's semi brand
Mocha and Java Coffee.
11th Premium-1 Fancy Lamp.
12th Premium—I Ceiling Erath-
er Duster.
13th Premium-1 year's subscrip-
tion to Daily New Era.
14th Premium-8 cans Ferndell
Corn.
15th Premium-6 Lb. box Low- -
ney's Candy.
16th Premium-1 Tin Witter Set.
17th Premijini—I lb. can Ferndell
Baking Powdr.
18th Premium-1 box 100 cakes
Pretty Soap
19th Premium-50 lb. stead Leaf
Lard.
20th Prestinm-1 Fancy Broom.
21st Premium-1 White Bowl and
Pitcher.
22d Premium—Sib. box Creameta
Candy.
23d Premium—I large Clothes
Hamper.
24th Premium-60 lb. Sack Fam-
ily Flour.
25th Premium-12 cakes of Latta
Oil Toilet Soap.
26th Premium-20 lbs. Granula-
ted Sugar.
27th Premium-24 lbs. Family
Flour.
28th Premium-1 year's subscrip-
tion to South Kentuckian.
29th Premium-12 packages Co-
dova Coffee.
30th Premium-1 bbl. Cuba Mo-
lasses.
The ones to receive the above specified premiums to
be determined in the following manner:
With each Cash Purchase of 25 cts., or multiple
thereof, we will give a ticket, and place a duplicate of same
in a whevl kept for that purpose, and on above date at 2 :30
p.m. we will have three disinterested judges to superin-
tend the distribution. The wheel will be revolved around
a number of times and then a child blind-folded will draw
a ticket from the wheel and the number will be announced
by one of the judges, and the holder of the ticket will be
entitled to he first premium. The samepr.ocoerdsuorme will be
gone through with for second premrviund so on until all
• All holders of tic ets mu utr-r,2
,mt
with their numbers and the name and „r
owner. After the last tniumeber has been called the judges
will wait 15 minutes fur all holders of successful tickets, 
vts,
to make themselves known,
that time if any gifts have not been
forfeited to the holders of tickets
or their represen
and at the expiration
called for they will
remaining in the wita, and the distribution will proceed
in the same manner ea originally, and so on until each
gift has been claimed by some one present.
T Cooperko
Wholesale and Retail GROCERS.
Opp Court House. HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
11011PM.
di8ram cured by TACK-A-POO-SRA
345942 oases In I 7 years
 
011ents- 
The disease Is the national entree of aurae
and China. A remedy was imperative NW
the medical proleseion there accepted this
as the only permanent, painless, pr:mui,
quick cure known to wham. A weeks'
treatment FRE it OF cHARGIL Tty-
sicialis and all confidentially toasted by writ
Cure guaranteed.
MOM E TREAIssm 00.,
123 West 4241 St., New York City.
1
•
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SAVING TO
THE CITY
KEPT FUSION CLUB
FROM BEING FORMED
Money Received For Pay- Latest Sample Of The
ing Off Bonds. Ringsters' Tactics.
Yearly Interest Consider-
ably Reduced--A Suc-
cessful Sale.
GE Nisbet 1st, 1891 the city booed
IRS Ave pre oast bonds of the denomina-
• ties51 $500 each making the sum of
01*6,000, which was subscribed to aid in
beilldiag the Ohio Valley railway into
city Sinoe that time enough bonds
bawl been paid off to leave on the first
day of the proems month only .64,000.
amelsadtag.
Oa thM day the Back of Hopkinsville
Said te liteetly ter $LOW refunding
tear pee sent boads. emegh to pay off
She melee ammai the outstanding
bends. thereby paying for the new
beads a prosaism of 7 Le per cent, being
a heels rate per annum of only 3.07 per
OWN iallerant, which is one third of one
Pit eons Ma than any municipal or
assaly bends have ever been placed at
be isamelry.
This We resulted in paying c ff with
the preentem on the new bonds abou
_ - - -$‘/IM/Lie and amount of
!assess{ paid • frees $31,100.00 to
be whisk le • very large saving
eigy. The sale was made by $
emulates composed of Mayor F. W.
Dabney, OityAttnesey A.P.Orookett and
Trellinneer John T. Delmeads, all of
whim have laboured aelidemely for the
past three months in making this MC-
comfail sale.
P.M AND CARRIER EXAMINATION.
The United States civil service ooze-
alledim anaemic.. that on November
AR not, ma eassainansu will be held in
MI oily far Ike positions of e!err and
sembee is she peseeilles set vice.
This saminselea is apes so all citizens
511k. UMW Disies between the ages
eighlass and Dirty-lye jean s who
may devisees sante the service, and who
IIIIIIIply wait the requirements All
ea* possess see invited to apply, bat
enemies is invited to she fact that from
isertilled the department usually
eieces for appointment eligibles who
me residents of the district in which the
vasstries exist Applicants will be ex-
amined. paded and certified with entire
Impsaiiality and wholly without regard
to wry ammideration save their ability
as sheens by the grade attained in the
esamiessisa.
Ter applieesion blank (Form 101), full
lastractions, specimen of examination
gesselems. end information relative to
Me Mines mad salaries of the different
psalms, application should be made to
A. 0. Ovessitinse, secretary of postal
beast.
APPIllenelese meet be on file with the
astaatary eif ihe local board before the
bear elf dean tresisess on Oot 23. 1901.
La/sopa' illeara$bess
=sine ;smaller after using Allen's
eNos, a powder to be Oaken into
Iles deice. It maim light or new shoes
led easy; gives instant relief„to corns
and benteas. It's the greatest comfort
Moswvery et the age. Cures and pre-
emie swollen feet, blisters, callous and
sem meta Allen's Foot-Kase is a oer-
aft ears few swesikag. holi, aching feet.
AS MI druggists sad shoe storm, 25c.
Trial paekage MID by mail. Address,
Ansa S. Olembsed. Le Day, N. V.
STOK Eszovi NO TON.
Lige, Stakes. a prominent young far-
-51 the Allenevilie neighborhood
end Mies Kate Covirgton , daughter of
Ms. 3.0. Oavtagton, of Hopkineville,
were menvied joie across the Tennessee
line was Guthrie, last Wdnesday
Ohniteville Lea-Chronicle,
PRESIDYTERIAN SYNOD.
The Southern Presbyterian Synod,
embraising the largest body of Presbyte-
isms in Kentucky. will meet in the
Mimeli-etreet Presbyterian church in this
emir Tuesday, October 15, at 7 •10 p. m
AR the railreeds have given a one and
elleMtrd face rate en the eertifioate
plea. Hotels have made redooel rates,
and all who expect to Mend are asked
to wrtie to Obairman J I. McPherson,
and saMetatanteet will be provided.
. Sieseigthee the tired kidneys and pa
411, the Dyes and bowels with a few de-al Pnekly Ads BISSere. It Is an ad-
mirable Morey took. Hold by Jas. 0
Omit.
BUY MACHINERY
The Consumers Ice and Ooal °mummy
have eland a eoatract with the York
for machinery of
tilos oapeeity. The company
beim basing for water today.
111 THE WINTER.
Ounon's Mutat In Nit IWO
Ter eseigh• and mile Senion's Porous
Maim me an hasomperably better rem-
edy, thein say stier--mesmal or internal
TWO saseteheal propeolies enter the skin
ams4ers = fits said of Ow dhows.
sad ems • "essesd" Gold
dime 411samblag doe gram tentetting
mistame eine me
Derson's P are medicinal in
Ilishilheetisgree, and quickest to sea
Mesa on the Men or beck or ow both
he onions eases, CIO good sleet is
IMMINieleithilly. The,_-Z1iul.the
aseemi
alaies sod theft/mein impreve•
se healable! Medicos or kidney
Sim" are owet with the leen poseible
rsakdag and loss of n
ameette Phelan ere hamenearably ea.
pier Isnatkana, Strengthening, 
Cap.
dannfil say Ober einubinnion in plainer
Ione. ?bay are also=erable to Mt-
1111110i, aimed, and
IRMIlles Runes have sessived fifty-flee
bighost awn* over IIuposiyetitors; and
amp lhas1,000 physiaims and druggists
lam dmissed them to be one al the few
beneshoid remedies. For sale
Invaded Meeting of Col-
ored Voters and Broke
It Up.
Every day some new achievement of
the Ring in the way of bluffing and
bulldosiug comes to light. Their latest
feat was to swoop down uninvited on a
fusion meeting and break it up.
Wednesday night, Oct 2, &meeting of
colored voters who favored the anti-
Ring ticket was held at the colored
Baptist church at Walnut Grove for the
purpose of organising a fusion club. A
large crowd was present and the Ring-
stars "baited IL" Rev- Belem the
chairman, stated the object of the meet-
ing and Henry Lander colored, made a
speech. The Ring demanded a division
of time and when they were informed
that the meeting was not held for joint
debate,' they advanced on and surround-
ed the chairman. Somebody fired a
pistol and a "rough house" seemed im•
minent, the meeting breaking up in
confusion. Judge Polk Oanaler, who
was pressen, tried to restore order and
had a hot verbal mix-ap with Oounty
Olerk John Prowse and it is said the
he was passed. Among the valiant
Republican candidates who stormed the
meeting were Otho H Anderson. John
Ireland, John P. Peewee, Jim Rogers,
W. T. Fowler, Robert Oook and Lem B.
Davis. When the assembly was dis-
persed, an open invitation, it is stated
on good authority, was given to
the °skated people to help thee:sieves to
Republican whisky.
Yesterday Prank Rives fusion cande
date for county attorney, who. with
Judge W. P. Winfree and Prof. Jame.
M. Calvin, was at the meeting, met Jim
Rogers, Ring csedidate for representa-
tive, and said to him :
"I thought you were too much of a
gentleman to be guilty of such conduct
as On last night."
el am I am!" protested Rogers.
Everybody is entitled to guess what
Mister Rogers meant.
—
It seems that there are a few Demc-
orate in this vicinity who do not feel
that they can conscientiously give their
support to the Democratic fusion tick-
et, says the Pembroke Journal. As an
excuse for their feeling in the matter
they poite to the fact that there are two
men on this ticket who hays heretofore
affiliated with the Republocan party.
As far as we on see this is worse than
no excuse. It should b3 remembered
that this fusion ticket was plscol in the
field for the sole purpose of coasting a set
of men who have been unscrupulous in
the method employed to perpetuate
themselvee in power; who have endeav-
ored at every opportunity to proatituts
the ballot box, and who have knowingly
and maliciously brought diegrace upon
the name of our great county. So deep
Into shame and corruption has thisgang
plunged than a vast number of their
fellow Republicans cannot oonicientl.
welly fellow them further. They have
promised their earnest support to the
fusion movement as the only possible
way of rescuing the reins of local gov-
ernment from such unworthy hands.
The day of the election is drawing
near, and it is a duty every good man
In Christian county owes to himself and
to his family to go to his voting precinct
and stamp uuder the rooster Vote the
ticket from bottom to top and see that
your neighbors do the same This is no
time to let petty difference get the ar-
per hand of you.
"COLUMBIA" THE UNDISPUTED
GEM OF THIE OCEAN.
SIR THOMAS LIPTON.
NEW YORK, Oct 4.-(Speotal. ) -The America's cup will remain at home.
The last rem between the Oolumbta and the Shama* resulted in a victory for
Pierpont Morgan's yacht by the narrow margin of 41 seconds, on time allowance.
For the second time she has now successfully foiled the attempt of the Irish
knight to wrest from our possession the cup that means the esohting suprema-
cy of the world. And plucky Sir Thomas Lipton, standing on the bridge of the
Erin, led his guests to three hearty huzzahs for the successful defender.
"She is the better boat," he said, "and she deserves to be cheered "
DEATH WAS CONDUCTOR AND
HUMAN LIVES HIS FARE.
Frightful Accidents Hap-
pen Saturday Afternoon.
Same Train Killed Two
Men In Different Parts
Of The County.
A trail of blood marked the course of
the third section of No. 81, southbound
through freight on the Louisville &
Nashville railroad, inObnistian county
datardeby afternoon
At Kelly a negro was fatally injured;
In this city a young white man was in-
stantly killed by the train; and just be-
fore the latter accident, a cow was
struck by the pilot and knocked off the
track.
Charles Berry was the name of the
victim who met death here. He was
about twenty-five years of age, and was
employed as a *brakeman on the main
line of the Illinois Central railroad. He
was a we of James Robert Berry, who
lives in the Pilot Rook vicinity. Young
Berry had been in thasoity several days
and had been drinking heavily. He
/pent Friday night in the pollee station
and when released Saturday morning
oontiuned his spree.
He was in a traloon near the Louisville
&Ruthenia passenger depot when about
4:15 o'clock the through freight passed
along. Berry staggered from the door
of the saloon directly toward the train.
He seised a round of the ladder on rear
of a box ear apparently intending to
he was swung around and fell between
the cars. The heavy wheels passed over
his body, crushing much of it Into pulp
and strewing the bloody fragments along
the track for a hundred yards. Death
was immediate, for awhile the unfortu-
nate man's head and legs were not man-
gled, his body was meshed into bits,
and from Ninth street to Sh wive-
house the rail was 6vereiallis blood
and pieces of fiesh, lAt was nearly an
hour before the dienhembered remains
were collected and placed in a coffin
and an inquest was held.
Sunday afternoon the remains were
taken to the Old Ebeneezar church
where the funeral and burial took place.
• -4 •••••• w+mant and • collec-
tion was taken up to lefray the expense
of the interment, $35,pelng contributed.
Fenders Garrott ufis killed at Kelly.
He was a young nelson whose home was
a short distance frolln the station He
and two Lee boye jutoped on the train
as it passed through Kelly at a rate of
about seven miles an hour, inteading to
ride as far as Oarrettr's home and jump
off.
Garrott, to show his expertness as
boarding trains, leaped off, ran along
the track a few yards and theu attempt-
ed to get back on thecar. He was jerk-
ed under the wbeeis. Three cars and the
caboose passed over his legs, crushing
them between the hips and the knees.
Be lived till morning. Garrott leaves a
wife and two children.
In both cases the verdict of the coro-
ner's jury found that to carelessness on
the part of the victims their deaths were
due.
The cow struck bribe train belonged
to Peter Pintail. The animal was not
board the train to leave town. Instead, killed.
Woman Arrested
On Awful Charge.
Mm ill.Mtoe 
DAYTON, 0 , Oct. 7.- Mrs. J. A. Witmer, a
807 se". 
we r 
In
epel Postail 
inn Unnum suspicion of committing fourteen murders.
MOW ea sessige etIlle. eaeh.
De esse eirsirioranine. Amyl no 
Four of her husbands are believed to be among her virtime.
It is charged, also, that she killed her sister and ties children
rum 
hialkonsia Cbsidsti. ILL
widow, was arrested today on
COMPLETE BONUS FOR 'OFFICERS BELIEVE THEY HAVE
LABORS VOLUNTEERS 1 PADUCAH DIAMOND THIEVES.
Session Of Fiscal Court
Ended Saturday.
What The Magistrates
Did On The Last
Day.
The October term of the fiscal oonrt of
Christian county was finished Saturday
afternoon, and the magistrates adjourn-
ed after allowing themeelves six days'
pay.
Appropriations to pay for the new
rock crusher and engine were made, ag-
gregating $2640. The sow of glee was
allowed to feed county mules. The
usual number of persons were released
from poll tax for various °awes. Fol-
lowing appropriations for special com-
mittees were made for services render
ed: Turnpike bend commissioners, $25
each ; road machinery committee, $15
each; turnpike survey oommittee, $10
each. The county judge and Justices
S. 0. Buckner and W. R Long were
appointed a committee to investigate
repairs needed on the oeurthoute Ssl-
&ries of road supervisors, John K. Ma-
jor and J. P. Brown, from Oct. 1901 to
April 190),anicunting to $100 each, were
allowed.
County Juege ()gutsier read a brief
farewell thanking the court for their
courtesies and kindness to and their co-
operation with him during his term as
presiding officer of the body. The com-
munication was orderei spread upon
the minutes.
Harvey W. Breathitt tendered his
resignation as special delinquent tax
collector, and Fqeire S 0 Buckner was
appointed to *Goosed him, the cempen-
*scion being fixed at 15 per cent of the
sums collected.
MRS. GOOCH'S ESTATE.
On motion of Rev. James 0. Goocb,
only surviving heir of the late Mrs. Sa-
rah A. G000le E. G. Gallia was appoint-
ed administrator of her estate. John
W. Oourtney, Walker Mitchell and G.
W. Wiley were appointed appraisers.
000D CATCH.
George Caldwell, col , wanted in
Nashville on a charge of assault and at-
tempt to murder, was captured hers
Saturday afternoon by Chief of Police
Matthews and Officer hfoOord. A Nash-
ville officer came after him Sunday.
FATALLY
iNJURED.
Barkley Boyd, aged twenty-one, son
of Mr. Brooks Boyd, met with an acci-
dent Saturday night that will probably
prove fatal. While out hunting his
dogs treed a raccoon. _Young Boyd
climbed after it. When about 90 feet
in the air, a 1:mb broke and he fell to
the ground with great force, sustaining
internal io3aries. Partial paralysis fol
lowed.
"I had long suffered from indiges-
tion," writes G A. LeDeis. Cedar City,
Mo. "Like others I tried many prepa-
rations but never found anything that
did we good until I took Kedol Dyspep-
sia Cure. One bottle cored me. A
friend who had suffered similarly I put
on the use of Kodol Dyspepsia Cure. He
Is gaining fast and will soon be able to
work. Before be used Kodol Dyspep-
sia Cure indigestion had made him a
wreck." R. 0. Hardwick
REVENGE
U. S. Troops Take It For
Samar Slaughter.
(Special to New Era)
WASHINGTON, Oct. 7 -From ad-
ditional details furnished the war de-
partment by Gen. Chaffee from Manila,
it is learned the Filipinos made a rich
haul at Samar. They secured at least
60 Witte and 26,000 rounds of ammuni-
tion. Capt. Bookmiller of the Ninth
Ninth Infantry, reported he had visited
Samar. buried the dead and reduced
the town to ashes Col. De Hassey, of
the Eleventh Infantry, has sent &strong
guard to chastise the natives if found,
BAPTIZED BY PuuKiNu
Kentucky Baptist rlinis-
ter's License Revoked.
(Special to New Era.)
INEZ Ky., Oct 7.-The Rev. Ira Es-
tepp, aged 54, for fifteen years a minis-
ter of the United States Baptist church,
suffered a revocation of his license to
preach as the result of an ecclesiastical
trial on the charges of violating the
rules of the church. In compliance
with the dying request of his daughter,
Mrs. Fannie Meeks, he baptised her by
pouring en of water, which action was
alleged to be a breach of church rules.
He was tried twice here and was ac•
quitted, whereupon the church authori-
ties took the case to Ward chapel, three
miles north, on a change of venue Rev.
ede. Easepp will appeal.
REDUCE YOUR INTEREST.
We solicit applications for farm loans
on ten years time interest payable an-
nually, with privilege of prepayment in
eny one year of any amount, at any
time, not to exceed one fifth of the prin-
cipal. We issue fire, lightning, torna-
do, and the only life insurenoe policy
giving absolute, continuous, non-forfeit-
able and incontestable proteotioa. It
'bonds and high grade investment se_ I dafG
enEOseRiGn(SEPtTechOeiWaOl
absolutely-Prot 
Caleb 
7 
-TheGEORGETOWN,
Powers case this
est:ea wherever the sun 
governor could see
mines. We also deal in bank stocks,
sending him the necessary funds and
onetime morning filed 
an affidavit asking Judge treating his communications with the
WALTZ* F. 011iINZTT & CO. j ee E. cantrui to vacate the bench
Insurance and Financial Agent!!!
Will Cost Federal Govern-
ment Millions.
Spanish-American War
Veterans May Collect
$192 Each.
It has been discovered by attorneys
that every volunteer who enlisted dur-
ing the Spanish-American war is en-
titled to a bounty amounting to $192,
provided for by the federal government.
It is estimated that the discovery of
this old law will ottet the federal govern•
went many millions.
The matter is rent pending before At-
torney General Kips at Washington.
within the next ten days.
Daring the civil war bounties amount-
ing to $300 were paid to volunteer..
Some time after the war this law went
oat of existence. To provide for futare
contingencies the federal bounty law
was passed. It is claimed that the
bonoty law makes no mention of the
service within the boundaries of the
country. The law provides for the pay-
meet of bounties upon enlistment.
During the late war two classes of
bounties were paid by the federal au-
thorities To those privates who en-
listed for service in any part of the
world $31 20 or two months' additional
pay was allowed. Officers of all grades
were allowed two months extra pay. To
those volunteers who would not leave
the country one month's extra pay was
allowed
The discovery is one of great import
to the soldier boys of our own state as
well as to • great number in and about
Elopkinsville. Should no hitch arrive
in the matter and should Attorney Gen-
eral Knox decide the law is valid, the
boys who crossed the sea in defense of
the fig together with those who did
not, will be in pocket a snug little sum
In the event the Attorney General de-
cides the law invalid, the matter will
likely go to the courts for settlement
and the matter will finally land in the
supreme court.
lieved to b aye known where that stone
went.
Taylor %chinned bis identity. The
officers searched him and found an ex-
press r oeipt dated Oct 4 for goods ship-
ped to a point in the south. It is
thought this package may contain the
jewelry or a part of it He also had a
book containing memoranda of numer-
ons rings, bracelets and other like &rat-
class. One of the party at once impress-
ed the Ricers as being a woman in dis-
guise, and upon being questioned she
admitted the fact, and said she bad been
arrested several times before but that
her identity hen never before been dis-
covered. She gives her name as Lizzie
Thomas, of Blocmsborg, Pa., and says
she left home because she was not treat-
ed well by her
It is believed one of the persons was father is wealthy. The name of Lizzie
the smooth thief who "lifted" several Smith was found written on a leaf ofThe matter eraiNgelo teLadolikelaggeeneasetand pocket-books in this city. Taylor's book and this may be the girl's
His name is Frank Taylor. real name.
Taylor and his companions were ar- She is unusually pretty, and only
rested by tbe officers Sunday afternoon about 17 years old, has light brown hair,
CATAMOUNT KILLED
By Alfred Bridges Near Maple Grove Is
Trigg County.
The Oadiz Record says: A cata-
mount was killed rear the home of Mr.
Alfred Bridges near Maple Grove last
Wednesday night. The animal came
to the home of Mr. Bridges during the
own; et.111 a large doe a..4- -
tree not far away. Thinaing it was a
coon, Mr. Bridges and his ions chopped
the tree down and the animal was
killed by the dog, when it was dis-
covered to be a catamount. Its body
was two and a half feet ioeg, and
of brown color with black spots
feet were as large as those of a big
and clan/ were an inch long. It
had a three inch tail and very
teeth-over an inch in length.
was
Its
dog
also
long
The
hide has been steffed and is previrg a
great curiosity to people throughout the
neighborhood.
CONFEDERATE VETERANS
To Hold State Ressios at Louisville,
October a
Preparations are being made for the
State reunion of the United Oonfeder-
ate Veterans' Association at Louisville
on October 22. The general order call-
ing for the holding of the reunion was
Issued by Major General J. M. Poyntz,
commanding the Kentucky Division.
The several committees which will
have the reunion in charge are now be-
ing appointed, and all will be in work-
ing order in a woes. The entertain-
ments which are planned include a re-
ception at the Galt House, trolley rides
and a "smoker," given by the Oommer-
dal club.
A rate of one fare for the round trip
has been made by all railroads Tick-
ets will be good from October el to (io-
totter 24 inclusive.
The reunion will be an impressive one
In several respects The founding of a
Confederate home In Kentucky will be
considered and a Major General and
four Brigadier Generals for the Ken-
me osee will be chosen.
peas° NAL NOTES.
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From Monday's daily.
Miss Irene Randle, of Trenton. Ky.,
Is visiting friends in the city.
Mrs. Rogers Barr and eon, John, are
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Hunter Wood, Sr.
Miss Jennie Glue is visiting in Coy-
ingion.
Dr. W. W. Ray, superintendent of the
Western Kentucky Asylum for the In-
sane, is in Louisville.
°apt. 0. D. Bell. of Bell, is in the city
mingling with his friends.
Mr. eloOlure Kelly, of Dallas, Texas,
is visiting his parents, Mr and Mrs
Walter Kelly.
The key to health is in the kidneys
and liver Keep these organs active and
you have health, strength and cheerful
spirits. Prickly Ash Bitters is a stimu-
lant for the kidneys, regulates the liver,
stomach and bowels. A golden house-
hold remedy. Bold by Jas. 0. Cook.
Two /len And Disguised
Woman Arrested.
Leader Is Said To Have
Perpetrated Robberies
In tiopkinsNiiie..
Ohio! of Police Matthews was inform-
ed by telephone today that Special Offi-
cer Jeff Harlan, of the L. & N • and
City Marshal Ooyie had arrested three
persons, one a pretty woman in MOOS
clothes, at Earliugton, as suspects in
connection with the $7,000 Paducah
jewelry burglary.
as they were slipping out of a box car
in the Earlington yards.
Harlan reocignizsd Taylor and remind•
ed him of a meeting in Cincinnati, after
Claude Minima, of Guthrie, had a $5C0
diamond stud taken out of his shirt at
Hopkinsville when Bryan and Goebel
spoke at this place. Taylor and a fam-
ous Chicago crook named Tharp are be-
out man fashion, blue eyes, full round
face and features and tine complexion;
is of medium height and weighs about
110 pounds.
The officers discovered another mem-
ber of the party to be a man named
Thompson, of Chillioothe, 0. The third
man is unknown, but is not thought
to have any connection with the Padu-
cah job
Blood Is Spilled
In Church Yard. 
PERUNA CURES CATARRH
OF KIDNEYS EVERY TIME.
_
fiF1
,1111 Averd:
laiAPP.11‘,/
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DANGEROUS KIDNEY DISEASES CURED
Persia Creating a National geteiratien is the Care
of Chronic Ailments lithe Kidneys.
Four Men Killed, Two Fatally Wounded
And Two Shot As The Result
Of An Old Feud.
MIDDLESBOR), Ky., Oct. 7.-At Sprees Union Baptist element is
Olaiborne county, Tennessee, yesterday, after presohine. a shooting affair occur-
red.
The following men were killed:
TIP CALDWELL.
JAMES CALDWELL
PUSH MORGAN.
HENRY MORGAN.
Four other men were wounded and two are believed to be mortally injured.
An old feud was the bottom of the terrible tragedy.
LETTERS
OF CR 4NKS.
Ouetr Documents In Gov-
ernor's Waste Basket.
Hopkinsville Asylum Pa-
tient's Good Joke On
The State.
WANTS CANTRILL
TO VACATE.
to New Ere.)
Ky., Oct.
(Special to New Era
FRANKFORT, Ky. Oct. 7 -Proba-
bly every public man is the victim of
the crank letter writer. Insanity seem.
to manifest itself in this form more fre-
quent'y than any other. Probably the
governor is the recipient of more cranky
letters than any other individual. Every
man with a hobby feels called upon to
unburden his scheme on the governor.
Amateur detectives loek upon him as an
information bureau Inventors feel
that the executive department oan as-
sist them in forwarding their schemes.
Probably the most numerous of the ge-
nus crank is the one who has a scheme
of government warranted to ours all
the ills of the body poloic
Some of the letters rec. ived by the
governor show evidence of intelligence
except in some lines, where the mind of
she writer is evidently on a tangent.
Only a short wtile ago a voluminoas
pamphlet was received from Earl Some-
body, who announces himself as a the
"Lord of the Universe," and who thin Its
if his plan of government were adopted
the milennium would be upon us
There is one persistent pamphleteer
who has been unloading his his produc-
tions on the executive office for the past
eight or ten years. H s hobby is the
eoming dissolution of the world
He quotes copiouely from the script-
ures, but the bulk of the sut j ot metier
is the merest jargon.
• 
•has I nnatin •fflPittElall and
escaped lunatics exhibit some shrewd-
nees in getting their letters to the gov-
ernor. A female inmate of the Hop-
kineville institution describes her life
rather wittily, and seems to think it a
great joke that she is permitted to have
an easy time at state expense. Another
writer, who puts M. D. after his name,
has discovered an infellible cure for lu-
nacy and will make asylums unneces-
sary if the governor will only let him
out of the asylum to pretense his art.
He does not explain why he does not
practice his healing where patients are
numerous. For the past few months
letters have been coming at the rate of
one or two a week from some point in
Illinois. Only a portion of the letters
can be deciphered, but the burden of
them is that some men who have com-
mitted crime in Kentucky feel ,1 be lo-
cated, if only enough money were sent.
The puzsie could not be unraveled sof-
ficienty to indicate what criminals were
so nearly in the clothes of the law,
and hence no answer could be sent. A
few days ago the correspondent wrote
that not having received the necessary
funds and encouragement from the
governor, he would return to his place
in the asylum and remain until the
the importance
importance they deserved.
during the trial, which begins tomorrow,
dltw wly 
Sometimes the crank breaks out° in
of
brothers, and that her
rhyme. The governor has probably re-
ceived fifty "poems" on the death of
Goebel, some of them passable, but
most of them bad. One poet sent a lit-
tle pamphlet a few days ago. He signs
himself "The Pi :o," and he hails
from Turtle P .t. V., The following
is a fair sample of the muse's work:
aimaktokt.
"Ts: thegeoev9er 1:1,nor of each ,tis,:e
I send amessage of nay fate ;
Oila 
b
7roldilind silver in bow.
I wilt my brother sane from son,
Please set him tree to till the land.
And join in nature hand in hand "
There is a whole lot more like this,
only worse. "Perisolete's" picture in
half-tone adorns the title page, and
shows him in most suppliant attitude,
with hands extended pleading appar-
ently for justice for his "brother sane."
There are other letters, cot from
cranks, but from portions who have an
exaggerated ides of the soaps of the
governor's duties and power.. These
have an idea that he out grant indul-
gences, especially in violations of the
la r. One wants permission to sell liq-
uor, another to ise a seine in catching
fish, another wants the governor to
make the judge decide a law suit in his
favor. Begging letters are frequent,
and if the governor contributed to all
the charity fends and loaned all the
money that unknown parties ask of
him he would have to demand a very
substantial increase in his salary.
Of coarse crank lettere are not gener-
ally an •wered, but it is the practice to
give reply to every letter, where it is
possible to give the information wanted.
Tinning!
A Time Of Need
You'll find our roofing a strong
protection in time of need.
Our roofing, guttering, piping
eta,, are good and durable and
when the winds blow and the
floods come they stand the test
We sell cistern pumps, clean out
and repair your cistern, gutters,
pipee, etc. Charges reasonable.
Call and see us or 'phone 102-3,
Vir. St., opp. Hotel Latham.
.G.Greer
You Ought To
Have
Trousers
All around your closet.
Extra trousers are in de
timid now and we meet
the demand by making
them to order at little
prices. Examine our
line of Fall and Winter
Woolens.
Walter A. Ward,
Merchant Tailor,
112 South Main Street
Mr. John Vance, of Hartford City, Ind.
says: "My kidney trouble is much
better. I have improved so much that
everybody wants to know what medi-
cine I am tieing. I recommend Pertina
to everybody and some have commenced
to use it. The folks all say that if Dr.
Hartman's medicine cures melt must be
great"
Mr. J. Brake, of Petrolea, Ontario,
Canada, writes: "Four years ago I
had a sorer* attack of Bright's Dis-
ease, which brought me so low the
doctor said nothing more could be
done for me. I began to to take Peruse
and Manilla, and In three mouths I
was a well magi, and have continued
so ever sham"
At the appearance of the first symptom
of kidney trouble, Perna& should be
taken. This remedy strikes at once the
very root of the disease. It at once re-
lieves the catarrhal kidneys of the stag-
nant blood, preventing the escape of
minim from
the blood. Pe-
run& stimu-
lates the kid-
neys to ex-
crete from
the blood the
accu mula
in g poison,
and thus pre-
•ents the
convulsions
which are sure to follow If the poison/
are allowed to remain. It gives greed
vigor to the heart's action and digestive
system., both of which are apt to fail
rapidly in this disease.
Peruna cares catarrh of the kidney*
simply because It cures catarrh whin
ever located.
A book on estate* written by Dr.
Hartman, will be sent free to any ad.
dream by The Fermis Medicine Oo.
Columbus, Ohio.
OE
Grand Gift
DISTRIBUTION!
We will distribute among our cus-
tomers Thursday, Dec. 26th, 1901,
thirty presents now on exhibition at
u., f.uows:
1st Premium—One Marble Top
Dough Kneader and Beaten
Biscuit Machine.
2d Premium-1 Bbl. White Swan
Patent Flour.
361 Premium—I Set Tintern Cups
and Saucers.
4th Premium-100 Lb. Sack Gran-
ulated Sugar.
5thPremium-1 Box of 50 Joeco
Cigars. 
6thPurekmeitu. m-1 Fiber Water B
7th Promium-1 Elegant 12 piece
Chamber Set.
8th. re P mium— 1 year's ira:. subscrip-
tion 
 
 
Weekly 
N
9thsPwraenmipu
It ;SO Flour, 
l'h.Sack
White
10th Premium-1 two-pound can
Chase& Sanborne s seal brand
Mocha and Java Coffee.
11th Premium-1 Fancy Lamp.
12th Premium-1 Ceiling Eeath-
er Duster.reu mn
—1 year's subscrip-
tion to Daily New Era,
14th Premium-6 cans -Ferndell
Corn.
.1.5thePTemaiunni—. Lb. box Lost -nys 
cdy.
16th Premium-1 Tin Witter Set.
17th Premium-1 lb. can Ferndell,
Baking Powdr.18 th
Premium-1 box 100 cakes
Pretty Soap
2190:LhP pr d.remium-0   n 510lb . stand Lsiaf
Fancy Brown.
21st ,iPteheremri.um-1 White Bowl and'i
22d Premiium—fi lbl a. rbogex CIreanothisetsi
Candy.23dHpamreper
24th Premium-50 lb. Sack Fam-
ily 
no
25th il 
Toilet
Premiu sm-04.2 cakes of Lang
Oil 
26th Premium-20 lbs. Grattnia-
ted Sugar.
27th 
Flour.
Premium-24 lbs. FamilyFl
28t
thionretomiBuoinut—hillyeeantru'sckijuiabil:riP-
3209tdh:PParer cimoiiruumeei:bpabLeckaugesba NCo_
lasses.
The ones to receive the above specified premiums to
be determined in the following manner:
With each Cash Purchase of 25 cts., or multiple
thereof, we will give a ticket, and place a duplicate of same
in a wheel kept for that purpose, and on above date at 2 :30
p.m. we will have three disinterested judges to -superin-
tend the distribution . The wheel will be revolved around
a number of times and then a child blind-folded will draw
a ticket from the wheel and the number will be announced
•
by one of the judges, and the holder of the ticket will be
•
entitled to the first premium. The Same procedure  
some
gone through with for second premium and so o 
.
wiwillbe
n until all
afitliree.
All holders of tickets 
muSt;ryverl....n
ne
with their numbers and the name and
owner. After the last number has been called the judges
will wait 15 minutes for all holders of successful tickets,
or their representatives,to make themselves known,
and at the expiration of that time if any gifts have not been :
called for they will be forfeited to the holders of tickets
remaining in the wheel, and the diistribution will proceed
in the same manner as originally, and so on until each
gift has been claimed by some one present.
o
TCoopoliCo
Wholesale and Retail GROCERS.
Opp Court House. HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
MORPHINE'Opin, etc.
"Few cured by TACK-A-POU-SHA
345942 oases in I 7 years
The disease is the national auras et Japan
and Chinn. A remedy seas Isapaniate• and
the medical profession time aamperni skis
as the only permaitent;e=mip=
quick cure known to
treatment TREE OF CHARON. Phy.
sici anti and all confidentially treated by men.
cure guaranteed.
HOME TREATKENT
123 West 424 be., New Rork OW.
House Work Is Hard Work without GOLD DUST.
•
4
or—
• 7- :7-'2.-17.= 7.7:474"
:"•-•
<.,
_ e'ltraf.• 47"
.-
e e`7:
h,eiteee
e
T H E NE W E R Al guarding Oleo valuable .— the careless VISITS OFwon oareleas May safes be easy to
crack. May burglar alarms fail to go I
off. night watchmen be striok en I lind,1
deaf and dumb, and may watchdogs I
fail so bark. Kay jimmies always do
sore work. may pistols never miss their
mark, may the poiice fall asleep oftener rIrs. Augusta Brackrogge
thou they do. Amen." Answers Summons.
—PUBLISH M
Ber era Printing & Publish'g Co
Willa WOOD, Presided.
OFFICE:—New Eta Building, Seventh
'Week near Main, Hopkinsville, Ky.
111.00 A YEAR.
dietteliMid at the posts:Mies in Hopkin ovine
an amend-olaiiii mall matter
Friday, ()et. 11, 1901.
— 
ADVERTISING RATES: —
1. -taca, Brat 'abortion . ...  1 00
t.Isil then, one month. 
0110 Inch. three mouths 
 
SOO
Oa* thoh, six months.   tout)
One inch, one year 
 
15 OU
Additional rates may be had by applies-
Moo at the *Sue.
Tesaarans adrenaline must be paid for In1 eavaser.
Merges for yearly advertisements will be
giblitsilteu Quarterly.
AM advertisements inserted without spec-
ified tmee will be charged for until ordered
SW&
ASSOStassententa of Mon loges and Deaths,
MS eameding tire line., and D0110011 of
published gratis.
liPil 
Mottoes, ItessolullOna of Respect,
awl mintier notices, a v• *eats per Aloe.
— 
CUISINES RATES: —
Tee Wskati..v NSW Ina and Lae tow:twine
gr tie_ano ) .-11 rink uu r I Hr-Joatroall gist
mem- le veiny et. Louis HapsiMie 
 
I itt
Weekly tsititie.i go £70 
Weekly Cinothanti C. tgy Wrist. .. 1 fril
-Weekly leaishviiie emetics& 
 
1 AU
1 Zi
I 66
?Su
I 26
1 76
teal: Loturstue comuleremiTri-itisetay New York 1, °nu 
Daily lesumvine rest 
Jima. sort Varm
11601160nati Magnetite—I it.stun 
 
VOW/ *Manta seeneuiutiou
Weekly New Yore Tribune  
 a•Tri-le blew York Triliune 
 1
Vomit% OM. Journal, new
sabograisra °city, , *75
seems* ellaisains rates with any magazine
os 142W612\11412 Illibilahaml tIm Mr LulL,,u t2a1,421
court Dim:croft Y.
011=00UUT--First Monday in June
• SIM Monday in February and Sep-
Aril,
' T Cocirr--Seoond Mondays 
July and October. 
ipO—F1rat  Tuesday in April
dirlOsisbor.
oblirry Cloort—First Monday in every
th
IIIINAOCRATIC FUSION TKEET.
For Ocianty Judge.
w. P. WINFREE.
For Manly Attorney,
FRANK RIVES.
For ()minty Clerk,
J. L. P'POOL.
For Sheriff,
GEO. B. CROFT.
For Assessor,
DAVID SMITH.
For Supt. of Schools,
JAS. M. CALVIN.
For Surveyor,
H. P. RIVES.
For Jailer.
M. A. LITTLEFIELD
For State Seasitor.
REV. D 8. EDWARDS.
For Representative.
FRANK H. BASSETT.
IIAMSTEMAL MS TR1CTS.
Justices.
• G. Buckner,
J. B. Moseley,
Tbr H. Major,
J. F. Dixon,
• V. Davie,
Leen. lbs.
CONST ABLICS
W. U. Wed,
B. R. Carroll,
M. D. Boone,
Frank R. Rives,
R. H. Wolfe.
Jac. A ;White,
Thourp. Oavahah
OUR nones sotrnt AFRICA.
That the American bone and mule
Wm, qualities of s: z. strength and
Ikerdlhood unequaled by those of other
madam has been proved by the rezord
of their work during the Bler war.
It of the aaimals used for military
purpose have been irsx.r.td fro.= Lite
Miesesa stand the climate, but they
cannot stand the work and climate to-
gether, while the animals from this
country, especially the mules, live long-
est and do the most work in South At-
Former Oonsul General Stowe. of
Cape Town is of the opinion that the
diesand for ow horses and mules is like-
t. Mariam rather than decrease after
She dose of the Boer war.
Qur export trade in horses to South
Africa has increased wonderfully dur-
ing tbe past two years. Daring 1899 it
amounted to_only $16.600. In 1900 this
trade increased to $968,000. Tel the ifs-
sal year 1901, ended lass Jane, the hor-
ses expelled to Africa were worth lilt • from Tuesday s daily.418,000 meths males nearly $3,900.0001 Mn. Mary Hitler, widow of the lateNearly all these animals were needed Frank Riser, of Sinking Fork, died yes.foe military purposes and were subject- terday after a severe attack of typhoid
ed to ,.age that killed or wore out large favor.
nembets of them. Recently the author- She was about sixty-five years old,kiss have been selling animals unfitted and had been a consistent member ofSot army ase, offering them at nominal thei Christian church at Sinking Forkprises to farmers who have suffered for many years. One son, Mr. Theodorelessee of live stook during the war. Riser, and seven daughters, one of whomUndossbiedly Clonsul General Stowe is Mrs. Will Williamson of this city,is armee la his prediction that there survive her.
will be an urgent demand for many The funeral took piaci at the residenceeheassads of American horses and this afternoon at one o'clock, conductedmules on South African farms as soon by Rev. Mr. Davis, and . the intermentas farming and stook raising are re- will be as the burying ground at Liar-sunned. A trade built up during war moo; Grove church.
will 011111111110 in pesos. The war has Misses Berta, Ida and Nonie Riser,dadroyed most of the native horses. three of the daughters of the deceased,The Boers commandeered lane num- are confined to their beds by the samebees of farm animals, nearly all of dread disease which caused the death of
whit* have perished. The sacrifice of their mother.
limes on both sides haa been unusually
Many of the Boers will be too
• peer to buy new homes, but all who can
will do se, and the BOOM settlers will
mei bras sambas of animals. The
Oar Wind aro good. It is evident
.01011.1040- stook re/sera
vripinrilhaiss and farm horse* --win
ssi landing a mar-hereasoi.00.- •
set mem animals during the coming
yam.
THE'. REAPER.
There is more ostarrh in this ictiOn
of the country than all Other diseases
put together; and ante tile last low
years was supposed to be incurable. For
a breast many years doctors pronounced
it a local disease, and prescribed local
remedies, and by constantly failing to
care with local treatment, pronounced
it incurable. Science has proven catarrh
to be a constitutional disease. and there-
fore requires a oonstitneonal treatment.
Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by
F. J. Oheney 8r Co Toledo, Ohio, is
the only constitutional cure on the mar
km. It is taken 'eternally in doses
from 10 drops to • teaspoonful. It acts
directly on the blood and mucous surfa-
ces of the system. They offer one hun-
dred dollars reward for any came it fails
to core bend for circulars and testi•
moniala. Address
F. J. OHENEY Oo , Toledo, U.
Sold be Druggists,
Hall's Family Pills are the best
The old time writer of articles telling
how to make a success of life, who lived
in a garret and worked for a were pit•
tanoe has been, superseded in modern
ye low journalism by the dowdy fashion
writer who never looked stylish for a
minute. Thew members of the gentler
sex affect to believe in their work, and
that was more than could ever be said
of the attio prosperity purreyers.
The mother who would be horrified at
the thought of letting her daughter
wander away to • strange country with-
out guide or counsel, yet permits her to
enter that unknown land of woman-
hood without counsel or caution. Then
in utter ignorance, the girl must meet
physical problems whose solution will
affect her whole future life. Dr. Pierce's
Favorite Prescription has been well
named a "Godsend to Women." Is
corrects irregularities and imparts such
vigarous vitality to the delicate woman-
ly organs as tie, them for their import.
ant functions. Many • nervous, hyster-
ical, peevish girl has been changed to a
eappy young woman after the um of
"Favorite Orescription" has established
the sound health of the organs peculiar-
ly feminine.
Every woman should own a copy of
the People's Oommon Sense Medical
Adviser, sent free on receipt of 12 one
cent stamps to pay expenses of mailing
only The same book of 1008 pages in
substantial cloth for 31 stamps. Ad.
dress Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
MONT NIA REPORT.
The New ERA is in receipt of the
monthly crop report of Commissions? of
Agriculture Nall. It shows a general
improvement in crops in all parts of the
state during September. The most
marked ad•anue was in tobacco and
hemp. Late corn lost slightly. There-
port says:
Late corn holds its own, but the esti-
mates of our corps of correspondents re-
duce. the per cent of torn (early and
late) from 6150 59 per cent. The per
cent of wheat hi 59, showing • disposi-
tion to hold this cereal for better price.
Tobacco also shows material improve-
ment in condition, and is advanced from
78 to s.3 The quality is high. This
crop is mostly ell cut and in the barn in
condition. Some of the counties report
the best crop in many years.
Pastures were so much impraved by
She rains in August and September as
to greatly make up for loss to the corn
crop, as it will enable farmers to carry
their live meek far into the winter. Rye
„..zing crops
have been sown for winter aod early
spring pasturage. Farmers can do no
better than to sow a few acres of barley
if the seed can be found, as it is about
the first grain to ripen in the spring and
makes excellent feed for work stock as
soon as out Feeding hogs are scarce
and high; not enough in many counties
for borne nee. The number 11 reduced
to 66 per cent of the average. The per
cent of fall sowing or wheat, rye and
winter oats will be about the average
over the state. Sowing will be late, es-
pecially in sections where the crop was
so badly damaged this year by the Hy.
VISITS OF REAPER.
Oe the person of a notoriour pick-
pocket reeently captured in New York
Tr found a letter addressed to his wife
osnotading with the.. words: "Now,
Dollie, Sake mire of yourself and pray,
as Irk prays, for you." Imagine the
WOW prayer ef inch a man' "May
women carry well filled purees in their
hands May the careful be careless in
FOR OLD AGE
To the old, as to babies, the
even balance of health is more
important than anything eke
in the world. The possible
health, in age, is riot high and
strong; it is only even.
There is no end, but death,
to the trouble that comes of its
loss. It ought to be watched
like a baby's.
Scott's emulsion of cod-liver
oil for very old and very young
—in different ways—is the food
to secure this even health.
Weiss me s /Miele try, if roe
scorr *OWNS, sos Pearl wart, Now York.
Mr. Phelps Samisen, Sr , formerly of
this city and for years a prominent And
honored citizen of Henderson,was found
dead in bed at his home yesterday.
He attended church Sunday night and
10:$0 o'clock. Being called at the
breakfa3t hour yesterday morning, and
failing to answer, • member of the fam-
ily went to his room, and was h orrified
to find him dead and his body rigid.
Investigation showed that
Barclay Boyd's Injuries
Prove Fatal—Abner
Ciratie Dead.
Yr 
 
Wy.ylnu-AfIRV'A daily.
Mrs. August6 Bracir 'gee, aged IlaT.
et.tv two years, died last night of drop-
sy romplarated with heart trouble.
She came to this country in it453 from
Germany She was a devout member
of the Lutheran chinch.
The d•cassed leaves one' daughter,
adre Wm Ryan, and three eons, Chas.,
Emil and Otto Brackrogge, all of whom
Cr" resiients of this oil'.
Funeral services were cludneted at
the home of her son, Merles Brsokrogge
on Fourth street between Clay and Lib-
erty. this afternoon at 3 o'clock, Rev.
H D Smith officiating. Interment in
Hopewell cemetery.
Barclay Boyd, the young men who
fell from a tree Saturday night while
'podium hunting, died last night about 7
o'clock
Funeral services and interment took
place at Brick church on the Princeton
road, this afternoon at 3 o'clock
'the deceased was a popular and
promising young man and hie untimely
death Ilia saddened his wide circle of
friends
Mr Abner (4rare, a well known ere-
zen of Egret Christian, died blonde y
night after • lingering illness Con-
sumption was the muse of death. The
deceased had many relatives and friends
in this city. He was a man of superior
mental (militia' and generous impulses
and a good citiem who will be greatly
mimed in the community in which he
resided. Mr. Grace was about sixty-
five years of age. ,The funeral took
place Tuesday afternoon.
COUNCIL Atee (INC.
-
From I
The October meeting of the city conn-
ed was held last night and considerable
business of interest transacted
An ordinance was passed requiring
sit tanks of gasoline containing over
twenty gallons to be buried. This was
done in order to prevent explteions in
time of cohflagrations.
The work-house report for the past
year was received and discussed. The
city's expenses toward maintaining the
institution: amounts to about $1300 On
motion, it was made the duty of the
tax collector to list all unlisted property.
Several fines were remitted.
Reports of the city cffloials were re
ceived and filed. The statements of City
Judge Bell and 011ie of Police Mat-
thews showed that sixty-four arrests
were made during September. In fines
$2e2 50 was assessed, $49 of which was
car•ei . 0,44 worked out in work-hc use, and
f3 remitted.
Nashville railroad in reference to the
achool tax was ratified, and as a result
about $300 will be added annually to
the school revenue. The road, by the
terms of the agreement which was filed
last night, agrees to pay the tax regu-
larly from now on, including the pres-
ent year. No claim will be made by the
city for back taxes.
PETITION REFUSED.
The postoffice department has turned
down Pembroke's application for a rural
mail delivery route on the grounds that
Route No .2 from Hopkinsville, which
will soon be in operatien. takes' in the
greater part of the territory which the
former route would cover.
This information CURE'S to the NEW
ERA in a letter from Hon. Henry D
Allen, our representative in congress
who inoloses a copy of the fol!owiny.
communication from the department :
"Hon H D. Allen, M. 0.,
"Morganfield. Ky
"Dear Sir: The department is in re-
ceipt of an adverse ,report from Special
Agent Rising, ou case No 55,829, Pem-
broke, Christian county, Ky.
"The special agent reporte that he re-
ports adversely upon this case for the
reason that most of the territory sought
to lot owered by this petition is covered
by case No. 53,803, Route No 2 from
Hopkinsville, the eounty seat of Oiris-
tian county, and recommended for ea
tablishment.
"Farther action in this caseia there-
fore unnecessary and the department
has approved the report of the special
agent, withdrawing this owe from con-
sideration and closing the same upon
the books of the (Rios.
'Respectfully,
"J. M. Masten,
"Acting First Assistant Postmester
General."
I is
illekeakittal************11
10
he bad
been dead several hours Ur,,mlc coma
caused death.
Two children survive him, Phelps
Elasseen, Jr., and Mies Mamie Samisen,
who is well known here Mrs M B
Martin and daughter, Miss Mollie Mar-tin, relatives of the deceased, have goneto Henderson to attend the funeral.
TO New FIELDS.
From Tti,-4dtiV's
Rm, P 0. Duvall and family left to-
day for Calhoun, Ky., the appointment
received at the last conference.
Rev. J. T. Rushing and family will
leave tomorrow morning for tiwensbcro
These gentlemen and their estimable
families have made many friends and
admirers during their stay here who sin-
cerely regret their departure.
TOBACCO BARN BURNED.
The barn of M. Wadlingion. of
Pee Dee, this county, oontaining fifteen
acres of tobacco and a lot of W ?ISM, wan
destroyed by fire Saturday. Lois. $2,-
000: no insurance. The process of cur-
ing the weed was in moires. when the
building rains on fire
After lie Comes
2
I A woman living in Fort Wayne,I Ind., says: "Mother's Friend did *wonders for me. Praise God for 4your liniment." 
- 4
4Read this from Hone!, Cal. *
" Mother's Friend is a blessing to 4
all women who undergo nature's 4
: ordeal of childbirth.' 
•
he has a hard enough time. Every-thing that the expectant mother
can do to help her child she shoulddo. One of the greatest bleminge
she can give him is health, but todo this, stie must have health her-
self. She should use every meansto improve her physical condition.She by all means, supply
i•h
Aother's
Friend.
It will take her
through the crisis
easily and
quickly. It lea
liniment which
gives strength
and vigor to the
musaes. Com-
mon sense will
show you
that the
stronger the
muscles are,
which bear the
strain, the less
pall:lame will be.
0
4
4
4
4
•IRE BRADFIELD REGLLATOR CO., •
I Atlanta, Gs. .•Writs for set free Moat relied hook, " Hoforo soBaby Is kiwi,.OWW.M'WeiWe'f011'OWYWWIP011:
•
1 Get Mother's frieed at the 4dreg More. $1 per bottle.
a
DISEASED
KIDNEYS
. Cause mire deaths than
• bullets. Their symptoms
•are not alarming, hence
they are neglected and
quickly become dangerous.
Is • kidney medicine of
great value; it strengthens
the kidneys, allays inflam-
mation, eases 141ckache and
arrests the progress of the
disease. It is an honest
remedy that can be depend-
ed on.
AT ALL DRUGGISTS.
PRICE, $1.00.
Jas. 0. Cook, Special Agt
GOOD WORK
OF GUARDS
No Trouble Since They
Went On Duty.
Mines Operated At Full
Capacity- -Conditions
In Hopkinsiffounty.
From Wednesday's daily
Deputy Sher:ff Charles Barnes was
here this morning and made a report to
County Judge Oansler in reference to
the situation at Empire. Peace prevails
and there has been no serious trouble
since the county guards went on duty.
Every piece of the mining property it
thoroughly protected. The mines are
being operated with a full force and are
turning out as much coal as usual.
Bert and Bad Knight.who were indict-
ed by the grand jury on several charges
in connection with the tiring on and
wounding of miners from ambush have
been seen several times this week, it
reported, in the vicinity of their home
in Hopkins county. Warrants for their
arrest have been sent to the sheriff of
Hopkins county and it is understood a
determined effort will be made to arrest
the men. The grand jury has suspend-
ed its sessions for the present week, but
will likely resume its investigation of
the mining troubles when it reconvenes
next Monday.
In Hopkins county the work of dis•
armament is being rapidly pushed, and
by tonight all arms in possession of
onion men may be turned over, accord-
ing to the statement of union officials
The union men who have been in
week. returned to their boines in the
various parts of the county yesterday
afternoon. It is reported that the 111:1100
camp at Carbondale will also be dis-
banded The men at both the camps
have already snirendered their arms to
Gen. Murray, and he now has them all
stored away for safe keeping.
About 300 guns of every descriptia,
ranging from an old army musket or
muzzle-loading shotgun to a Mauser
rifia of the same design used by the
Spaniards during the late war have
been turned over to Gen. Murray. All
the mines in Hopkins county were at
work yesterday except the Arnold mine
at Earlington. An accident, resulting
in the death of one man and the serious
injury of another. caused the mine to
remain closed allot boa day The man
killed was El Pritchett, and the injured
man was Geo. Miller, both colorer' and
employes who had twenty year;
service with the St. Bernard Co.
ENJOYABLE LAWN FETE.
--
Young People Delightfully Entertained By
Mr. AndArs, Layne.
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin G. Layne de-
lightfully entertained Thursday night
at their hospitable home in honor of
Misses Beulah Edwards cud Edwina
Cook. I; was a lawn fete and about
twenty-flve couples were present. Danc-
ing was a pleasant feature of the occa-
sion. Elegant refreshments were serv-
ed in the house, which had been beauti-
fully decorated
FELL FROM WINDOW.
Little Son Of Mrs. Sallie Moss Meets
With Accident.
irrnm Tuesday's tinily
James Moss, the little son of Mrs
Sallie Rust Moss, was badly injured
yesterday afternoon bristling from a
second story window He ,struck the
stone foundation of a cistern with great
force and his rieht leg, below the knee,
was partly fractured and his neck and
chin seyerly cut'. He will be confined
to bed several weskit as the result of the
fall, but his injuries are not of a serious
nature.
TOBACCO IN KENTUCKY.
A Oirleinnati correspondent of the
Louisville Weed slays it is generally be-
lieved that the 1901 crop in Kentucky
will not bring more titan average of
from 04 to Pi cents per Pound, in the
barn, and the crop last year did not
bring over this, and it is well known
that the 1900 crop is a better one than
the lien crop. This will be the case,
provided the farmers sell to the trust in
the coantry, which is a certainty, a'-
though May fully realize this oompany
is only paying them a small margin
over cost of production for their tobac-
oo. The fool killer in certainly neglect•
mg his badness in Kentucky.
BUYS A FARM.
E. B. Tandy, the we I known tobacco
broker. has purchased the Henry Hern•
don farm of 000 scree neat Kenned 7,
paying $15.000 for it.
•"..."*°•••.A 14,4••••4•aupAvon use u". rANAPPPIA-uNtt 441•00,4obwityyyple. emenesse.-'.44.141se._
RICHEST YOUNG MAN WORLD
BECAME BENEDICT WEDNESDAY.
..0,v`•
JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER, JR.
PROVIDENCE, R I , 03t. 9 —John D. Rockefeller, Jr., who, as the only son
of the Standard Oil mignete and sharer in and heir to to his vast wealth, is prob-
..
ably the richest youth in the world, was married today, to Miss Abbie Aldrich
daughter of Senator Aldri:do, of Rhode Island, at whose residence the brilliant
nuptials occurred.
Mr Rockefeller is 20 years of age ant is said to he • modest and unassuming
young man. Although he is reputed to be the heir to something like $500,000,000
he is not an t iler, bit takes an DC1 ye part in the business world where his father
is such an important factor.
Powers Case
Is Called.
Judge Cantrill Declines To Vacate The
Berxch—Important New Evidence Will
Be Offered By The Prosecution.
(Special to New Era.)
GEORGETOWN, Ky, Oot. 8 —The
defense today submitted an affidavit
asking Judge Oantrill to vacate the
bench in the Powers case because ot
"partisan rancor" alleged to have been
displayed MAe former trial. It was a
long affidavit. Prosecuting Attorney
Rob't. Franklin and Ool. Thomas Camp-
bell made lengthy speeches urging that
Judge Oantrill had exhibited no partisan
spirit in the former tri tl and asserting
belief in his high integrity and complete
faille M.
Judge Caetrill, after considering the
matter, said that as the sill levet had no:
been filed before he began hearing mo-
tions and references in the case he,
therefore, would have to refuse to Ye-
nta. The case was then called for trial.
There w II be much new cvi !rice
presented in the trial of Powers. Prob•
ably the most sensational will be that
ey which the State expects to prove
that a meeting was held in the Moe of
the Commissioner of Agriculture thtte
or four days before Governor Goebel
was assassinated, that at thin meeting
the death of Goebel was determined up-
on, and that Powers was in attendance
at this meeting. The State promises to
prove who was In attendance at this
tee tac•....L., Amu
opinion prevails that the names will ie.
elude those of certain men who have
not to this time been mentioned in eon•
Election with the plot.
The Powers case was the most impor-
tant of the conspiracy came, and it was
in this trial the evidence implicating
the conspirators was developed. It last-
ed for forty-two days, and comprined
the largest record and probably the most
extensive evidence ever taken in a crim-
inal case in Kentucky. Newspaper
readers will remember its chief features
—each subdivision of evidence relating
to a separate ohapter in the great trag-
edy. The lawyers of the prosecution
dwelt on the formation of the mountain
army and its importation to Frankfort
presumably to overawe the Legislature;
the alleged plot to kill ill enough Dem-
ocratic legislators to reduce the major-
ity; the progress of the contest; the as.
saminatton of Goebel, followed by the
refusal of permission to peace officers to
search the building from where he was
shot; the dispersing of the Legislature
by soldiers; the indictment of; Powers
and others, and the refusal of Taylor to
surrender those who were in the lState
buildings with the withers; Power's at-
tempt to escape from Frankfort in the
disguise of a soldier with a Need of
eoldiers, and his street at Lexington,
the trial following, begun at Frankfort;
the court-room surrounded by a guard
of soldiers, and the change of venue to
Georgetown
The indictment charges Caleb Powers
who was Acting Secretary of the State.
with W. S Taylor, Acting Gsvernor ;
Jim Howard and others, with conspir-
ing to murder and bring about the
death of William Goebel.
r1R.S. NATION IN .1All
Wheeling Officials Stop
Her From Smashing
Saloon.
(Special to New Era ;
WHEELING, W Va., Oat. 8.—Oar-
rie Nation, the K11001611 saloon emesher,
is in jail here because she will not pay a
flue of $20, give a peace band or 'este.
town She ent,red a saloon here late
at night accompanied by 400 women
and men, lint the police arrested her be-
fore she rood do anything. When
tried before Mayor Sweeney it was
shown that her only offense was enter•
lug the saloon. She was given the al-
ternative of going out of town or going
to jail for thirty days. Habeas corpus
proceedings will be brought for her re-
lease.
Christian County Case.
(Sp90191 to New Ere.)
FRANKFORT. EY- ():t 9.—In the
court of appeals today the case of J. K.
Kugler vs 0. B. Rouse, appealed from
Christian county, was reversed
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WILL MARRY.
erorkuesthie's titus.
The engagement of Mr. William H.
Cummings. of this cey, and Mew Bar-
bara Clayton Scales, of Clarksville,
Tenn , was announced today.
The pleasant news which set the
guests in a flutter of delight will be re-
ceived with equal pleasure by seemly in
this city and Clarksville. Miss Smiles is
a charming and talented young woman,
whose devoted admirers are legion. She
Is a daughter of Mrs. H. B. Beale..
Mr. Cummings is prominent in busi-
ness and social circles and a son of Mr.
W. H. Cummings, Sr.. the well known
New York tobacco man. His headgear-
ten are in Elopkinsville and a few men
have as many friends.
The wedding will be an elaborate so-
ciety function and will take place in
Trinity Episcopal church at Clarksville
early in December.
TOBACCO GROWERS' MEETING.
Although the meeting of farmers call-
ed to consider important matters affect-
ing the growers of tobasco was quite
largely attended by representative to-
bacco growers of Montgomery and ad-
joining counties, nothing of a definite
nature was acoornyileu.o.
Charles H. Fort, of Robertson county,
Was elected chairman of the convention.
and C. N. Meriwether, of Montgomery
county, secretary.
A resolution was adopted to the ef-
fect that a committee composed of two
or more farmers from each county of
Clarksville tobacco district to be 
pointed by the chairman of the conven-
tion to report to an adjourned meeting,
said committee to meet in Olarksville
on Oct. 21, and the adioorned conven-
tion to receive their report on the fol-lowing day.
This committee's duty is to suggestplans to the convention for a permanent
organisation and furnish ibformation
on the tobacco situation for the use andguidance of the convention.
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Shadoil
Curtis
Have just received aBarrel of N. 0. Open
Kettle Molasses. Try it:
Cheese Straws,
Stolzenbach's
Zurisbock
Drummer's
Lunch,
Waferettes,
Graham Wafers,
Oattneat Crackers.
Daisy Oyster Cr'rs.
SHADOIN
i"Let the SOLD DUST Mini dm row work."
GOLD
DUST
removes all dirt
and stains from
wood work and
makes it look
like new.
THEN R. FA:nelUitX COMPANY. Chimes
IS LOSING
HER TRADE
Christian's Free Roads
Damage Clarksville.
Committee Recommends
Purchase of the Hop-
kinsville Turnpike.
Clarksville has found out teat she is
losing all of her South Christlau trade
since the turnpikes of this county were
freed. Several weeks ago a special
,•urnmitlee wa, appointed to inspect the
ilopkinsville turnpike from Clarksville
to the Christian county line with a
view to purchasing it. At the regular
meeting of the court this week the com•
mittee recommended that it be au-
thorized to purchase Ste pike for the
sum of $9,000, the purchase money to
be paid in six annual installments, with
interest, a; legal rate, on all deferred
payments. It further reoomaiends that
the contract with the terepike com-
pany shall expressly provide that Mont-
gomery county shall be liable for one-
third of the purchase money 33,000,1
hut in no event ;hall it be liable for a
greater sum than this, and that the ven-
dors of the turnpike must look alone to
tolls arising from the turnpike for the
remainder of the pnrcheme money, and
may retain a lien on the property until
their debt is satisfied in this way.
The committee further recommended
eeere.-
Plush Lap Robes,
Horse Blankets,
Storm Covers.
Leggin, Etc.
We have a large stock of all
Winter Goods w
in our line. We have a beau-
tiful line of
"Chases"
Fine and Medium Priced
Plush Robes,
$1.25 to $12,50. Some extra pretty
patterns; come before they are
picked over and get your
choice of patterns.
F. A. YOST & CO.,
Harness and Saddlery,
207 S. Main Street. __
Eeeeeeeefie ... •
Land Sale
AT GUTHRIE, KY.,
TUESDAY OCT. 15th, 1901.
I will sell at PUBLIC AUCTION one fine farm of 200 sores, situated one
that, in case of purchase, the present 
mile east of Guthrie. Finely improved and well watered; residence on it com-paratively new; cost four thousand dollars; all necessary out buildings and twolarge tobacco barns in good repair; SO acres in timber.
Town Lot Suitable for rs1 yards of the Grant Hotel. No money was ever lost on
esidence or business, situated within 200
either as a free or toll pike, as the coon- real estate in Guthrie. The town has doubled its population in the last few yearsand considerable money has been made on town lots Guthrie is a growing town
ty may determine, 
and prospects are good for a large increase in population in the next few years.A statement was made to the effect! Sale will take place on the town lots Parties wishing to see the farm mado so at any time by calling on the owner. Terms made known on day of sale,
theit the Port Royal Turnpike Company
rate of tolls be continued for and after
that time, and that the pike be owned
absolutely by the ()entity and operated
desired to sell that pike to the county.
A committee was appointed and or-
dered to confer with the turnpike com-
pany and report at the next meeting of
the court.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Hunter Wood. Hunter Wood Jr
HUNTER WOOD & SON
Attorneys-at-Law.
Oilloe in Hopper Block, up Main over
Planters Bank.
HOPIrTeteveot w • irtrATT, -nay
Special attention to
cases in bankruptcy. 
Dr. Jas. E. Oldham,
Dr. Lila E. Oldham....
.Osteopaths..
Graduates American Sonool of Osteopathy, Kirksville, Mo. All curable di.-
eases (both acute and citronic) stwoers-fully treated without the use of drugs
or knife. Corner 10th and Clay Streets.Consultation and examination free. Fe-
male diseases a specialty. 'Phone 1184
Robert Lester, Guthrie, Ky
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May lst. 1901
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FOR SALE
A Fine Farm
About one miles from Howell, By.,
oontaining 266 acres. Dwelling with
three rooms, good tobacco barn, stable.
hay barn, tenant houses and other nec-
essary out buildings; a Well sad i.e
pond of never failing stook water.
THIS FARM
Is located in one of the best neigbber-
hoods in Obristian county, otanvenieni
70 schools and church and
Will Be Sold at a Great
Bargain
and on reasonable terms.
Winfree & knight.
vesemisicimigwirmnimit
IThe Best Is The cheapest!
And our long experience has enabled usto determine which is the best.
The Best Grain Drills
Are The
* EMPIRE and
the SUPERIOR.
There is scarcely a good farmer in this c 3unty
• 
that has not owned one or the other.They both have either hoes or discs and are
made with or without Fertilizer at-tachment. Complete line of repairs for same.
In Fertilizers We Handle
Armour, Homestead,
Ox Brand and Eagle.
Get your order in in time. Shipments will
be ordered in very soon now.
THE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO.
MIAKNPAT
FOR
Cupboards, Skeins,
Furoiture,
Bath Tubs,
Boggles,
Farm Tools, Etc.
A special paint for each pur-
pose, not one slap-dash mix-
ture for all.Not low priced, but highest grade at kr, honest prices. You knowour reputation. We say these are the best paints we know of. You'dSay so too after you have used them.
SOLD BY
Rod
and
Barrel
Salt for I
Sale
• •l
FORBES & BRO.
C URTI S daEMPlairm lakrotwEVEN
AND
+VP
WENN
14."1:14:00,22010-easee.
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CONVOCATION
IN SESSION.
E. L. Southgate Is New
Methodist Pastor.
Week Of Prayer Observed
Here-Local Relig-
ious Notes.
From Wednesday's daily.
The Padamth eouvocation of the Epis-
°opal °hurl% o3nvened last night at
tIrace March. The Rev. B. E. Reed,
of Paducah, dean of the OODTOMItiOn, is
presiding. Last evening a sermon was
delivered by Rev. H. G. England, of
Uniontown, in the absence of Rev.
Charles P. Rodifer, of Russellville. The
disoourse was scholarly and eloquent
and was heard with the closest atten-
tion by the audience. This morning
holy oonamunion was administered and
a strong sermon was preached by Mr.
Bud.
The badness session wee organised
and Mr. England was sleeted secretary.
There will be services this evening ibs
7:$0 o'clock oonciulted by the Rev. W.
IL Marshall. of Owensboro. The oon•
vocatioa will close tomorrow night. An
tavienties is extended to the public to
be preemat at the semitone of the convo-
sedan.
A letter ere received by the official
board of the Methodist church this mor-
ning from Rev. E. L. Southgate,of Lex-
ington, stating that he had been as-
signed to the church at this place. He
will arrive in she city Friday or Satur-
day and will oondoot the services Sun-
day.
Mr. Southgats co
mended
hly recom-
a preacher and Chris-
amen, and was transferred
the First church in Lexington. He
le a men of middle age and has a remi-
t/.
He will be warmly welcomed here
and his miaistry will no doubt prove of
great benefit both to his church and the
seaustaily.
-
The Methodist Woman's Home Nis-
mammy Society is observing the week
of prayer for home missions. Services
an being held each afternoon at the
eiteseh.
The }WOW revival meeting at
Gnaw will matinee through this week.
Bev. L F. Strother is filling the pulpit.
There have been a number of conver-
sions.
Bider T. H. Mom Mooed a series of
meetings at Castleberry, Christian coun-
ty, lase week that resulted in thirty-
two additions to the church. Much in-
tense was taken in the meeting and
great good was done.- M adisonville
Sadler.
Bishop MoOloaky bas appointed the
Rim. Edward Boss to be administrator
of the °albino mission attached to
Prineektu.
The October Foreign Mission Journal
shows that Kentucky Baptista lead in
the Southern states in cootributions to
feeeign missions.
--
Tbe Union Association of the General
Baptists will convene with the Earlfzig
eon Gemmel Baptist church on Friday
NIMISISS(1, October at 9 o'clock, and
will matinee in session until Sunday.
The Oosiberland Presbyterian synod
of Kentucky will meet as Auburn, Ky„
Oalmesr 22, at 7:30 p. in. The six pres-
byteries have met or will meet a. fol
lows: Cumberland, at New Union,
°Usher 5; Leitchfield, at Mikes. Octo-
ber 8; Prig/sten, at Bayou Creek, Octo-
ber 8; Mayfield at Bayou Machine, Oc-
tober 13; Owensboro, at Mt. Pleasant.
Oeieber 15; Louisville, at Gilead, Octo-
ber le. All the meetings will burin at
730 p. in. and will continue for several
days. The First Cumberland Presby-
terian church of Paducah is a part of
the Mayfield presbytery.
The present Jewish calendar year la a
Selective leap year of thirteen months,
fifty-five Sabbath& 183 days, begin) jig
on Saturday, the wreath day of she
week. with the Aral day of Passover on
Titeedity, the thtrd day of the week. It
is lbe WI year of the 108I6 lunar °Toles
of Madness yam, and the Sixth of the
ION ale, cycles of twenty-eight sites
lie erealioa.
PUBUC SALE.
1••••••••••••
sm lisisrday, Oot 12th, at 10
1141111111t a se. mll to the highest bidder at
my reeldenos Oor 7th and Olagetrteti,
ail my furniture, carpets, household and
ki$Jhea furniture, consisting oi cooking
stoves and utensils, heating stoves, bid.
ream suites, tables,:chairs, side boards,
eta Will sell also a good mulch now
irith young calf. This a good opportu-
nity fte benoekespers to get bargains.
Toms sash. Mrs. E. D. Rawls,
Indaew It Hopkinsville, Ky.
COUNTY COURT ORDERS.
John W. Rogers was appointed :guar-
dian of Luther. Alvey and Birdie Ad-
HOC with W. R. Renshaw se surety.
IIIte settlement of John 0. Grey, Jr.,
se eassfatse of the estate of his father
walled and ordered to lie over for ex-
111.1111as.
lere. Willie D. Wooldridge was sip-
poiatod administrate: of the estate of
B. I. Wooldridge, with J. 0. Adoock as
surety.
--
John P. Prowse renewed his bond as
many deck with 0. A. Brasher assure-
ty.
Moses gib gave security on his bond
am @swatter of Mrs. Hannah Moayon's
east* with G. 0. and T. W. Mpg as
sureties.
ISEETINO NED MERRIWETNER CAMP.
• meeting is hereby called of Ned
tithrether Camp U. 0. V's. at the
0011est the adjutant, at 10 o'clock a. in.
illpiaturday October 12, 1901.
C. N. Jszarri,
Cosnmander.
ADMIRAL
RETIRES
Gallant Schley Leaves
Active Service.
Sampson Begins to Hedge.
--Two Captains
Promoted.
(Special to the New Era.)
WASHINGTON, Oct. 9 . 
-Rear Ad-
miral W. 0. Schley today goes on the
retired list by operation of law on ac-
count of age. His retirement will have
no effect whatever on the court of inqui-
ry. It will promote two captains to be
rear admirals.
Capt. Frank Wilder', who was in com.
mend of the Boston during the battle of
Manila bay, now heads the list of cap-
tains. Be was promoted for war ser-
vice, and under the law his advance-
ment must not retard the regular course
of promotions. Therefore Capt. Henry
Glass who stands next to him on the list
of captains, also will enter the list of
rear admirals of the navy. Other pro-
motions resulting from Admiral Schley's
retirement are those of Oommodores
F. P. Filmore and Eagene II. S. Leutae,
who become captains, and Lieut. Com-
manders Sidney A. Staunton and Chas
W. Bartlett, who oec3me Commanders
A statement bas been issued on be-
half of Rear Admiral Sampson to the
effect that he did not approve the pas
sages in Historian Maclay's book calling
Rear Admiral Schley a -caitiff and a
coward." It is asserted that when
Sampson read this far he became angry
and refused to go farther, and that his
secretary finished the job.
It Dazzles the World
No Discovery in medicine has ever
oreated one quarter of the excitement
that hal been caused by Dr.King's New
Discovery for OonsamptiOn. Its severest
tests have been on hopeless victims of
Oonsumption, Poeumonia,Hemorrhage,
Pleurisy and Bronchitis, thousands of
whom it haa restored to perfect health
For coughs, colds, asthma, croup, hay
fever, hoarseness and whooping cough
it is the quickest, surest cure in the
world.Try it.Ooly_50c and $1. Sold by J
0 Cook's, L L Elgin's and 0 K Wyly'..
Anderson & Fowlers, who guarantee
satisfaction or refund your money.
Trial bottle free.
peasepou. NOTES.
From Thursday's daily.
Miss Helen Stites, of Louisville, has
arrived in the city to vies Misses Surs'e
and Lizzie Stites.
Mr. Fletcher Campbell was able to be
ova yesterday after au attack of typhoid
ewer.
Mrs. Maggie Garrott, of Pembroke,
is visiting Mrs Frank H. Bassett.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Stroube. of Howell
were in the city shopping yesterday.
Mr. Jno. L. Atkins Cr visiting rela-
tives la Olarksville, Tex.
Mrs. mo. Galbreath left this morning
for Nashville.
Mrs. Eva:Schmitt and daughter, Mrs
Bachman, of Hopkinsville, are visiting
the theses Denhardt, on Tenth street. -
Bowling Green Times-Journal.
Mrs. Fred Schweitzer and daughter.
Mrs. George Heck, and little grand-
daughter, Pearl Heck, from Chicago,
formerly of Hopkinsville, are here on a
visit, at the Hill House.
Mrs. Mary Y. Humphries has re
turned from a business trip to Louis-
ville.
Mrs. Charles Clark, of Morgantield, is
the guest of Mrs. Goy Duncan.
rem Wednesday's daily.
Dr. R. L. Woodard is in St. Louis on
business.
Mrs. P. 0. Lander has returned from
Pembroke.
Mr. Roes Dyer has returned from a
visit to relatives at Carnal, Ill.
Mrs. 8. Y Fargerson and son, of Tex-
as, have returned to Princeton after vis-
iting Mr111. N. P. Stevenson.
Mrs. Henry Frankel and little daugh-
ter left this morning for Nashville to
visit friends and attend the Horse Show
Mr. and Mrs. I. Bailey have returned
to Madisonville, after a visit to their
eons, wbo are at South Kentucky Col-
lege.
Mrs. Winfree of Cooky, Ky., who has
been visiting Misses Carrie and 011ie
Trible on Center street, has returned
home.-Henderson Gleaner.
A TEXAS WONDER.
HALLS ORRAT DISCOVERY.
One small bottle of Hall's Great Dis-
covery cures all kidney and bladder
troubles, removes gravel, cures diabetes'
seminal emissions, weak and lame backs,
rheumatism andull irregularities of the
kidneys and bladder in both men and
women, regulates ',bladder troubles in
children. If not sold by your druggist
will be sent by mail on ireoeipt of 51
One small bottle is two months' treat-
ment and will cure any case above
mentioned. Dr. E. W. Hall, sole man-
ufacturer, P. 0. Box 629, St. Louis, Mo.
Send for testimonials. Sold by all
druggists and T. D. Armistead.
--
READ THIS.
Hopkinsville, Ky., June?, 1901.
This is to certify that I was troubled
with kidney and bladder diseases for
three years and found nothing to relieve
me until I tried The Texas Wonder,
Hall's Great Discovery, which has giv-
en me positive relief and I think a per-
manent cure.
JAS. M. IIIPKINS.
A good farm of 5.3 acres within four
and one-half miles of Hopkinsville on
public road. Nice frame dwelling five
rooms good tobacco barn and other oat-
buildings, good cistern and stook water,
splendid orchard, will make a nice
home. Will be sold °heap.
Wntramt & KNIOHT.
Desirable house and lot on corner of
14th and Ooleman Streets, near Walnut,
Five rooms and large ball, good cistern,
cellar and stable. Winfree & Knight,
POLITICAL 'Fear Miss Stone
POINTERS Will Be Murdered
Ballots For The Novem-
ber Election.
Holton For Mayor--Tick-
et's Fine Opportu-
nity To Win.
In Ohristian c3iuty. according to a
oommuni3ation received ty County
Clerk Prowse from Secretary of State
Hill, the municipal and o tansy elections
will be held separately by the IMMO elet-
lion officers, not only as to ballots but
as to ballot boxes. lu each voting booth
in city precincts the voter will be furn-
ished with one ballot in the municipal
election and another in the enmity elec-
tion, and the ballotr, when stamp-
ed by the voter, will go into separate
ballot hexed'.
The law as tit farnithiag the paper
for county ballots by the secretary of
state prohibits him from furnishing it
for mere ilia! election The attention
of the county clerks who have raised
this question has been called by Secreta-
ry Hill to sections 15 and 27 of the com-
pilation of the Kentucky Election Laws,
prepared by the secretary, with the aid
and advice of the attorney general, and
recently sent out over the state. Sec-
tion 15 provides that the ballot paper,
-except in elections for municipal offices
shale' be furnished to the county clerk
by the-secretary of state."
-
Diltz Holton, formerly of this city and
brother of HenryHolton, the noted
"Duke of Calloway, a candidate for
mayor of Murray.
The Democracy of (Theist . n county
that is behind the fusion ticket have
strong hopes of a winning fight in No-
vember. If the boys don't land all the
ticket, from present indications they
will get a part, and that will be a big
victory in an overwhelming Republican
county. There are a few Democrats in
that county possibly who won't support
the torsion ticket and decline to vote,
but that list is small. There is much
disaffection in the Republican ranks
end with the support of the Democratic
ticket from that source all may be well
-Elkton Progress.
At the ant nal election of the trustees
for the colored public schools Alex 0
Brent, the well known grocer, wee re-
elected, defeating Jae L. Allenswortb,
Jr., by fifty-two votes.
4• TANDY-LONG.
"01.01.1
Mr. and Mrs. George 0. Long an-
nounce the marriage of their daughter
Henrietta, to Dr. Charles Henry Tandy,
Wednesday, October the sixteenth, nine-
teen hundred and one, Hopkineville,
Ky.
Cards worded as the foregoing were
issued today, and the announcement of
the approaching union of the young
couple will be received with delight by
all their host of friends. Though the
knowledge of their attachment temper
somewhat any surprise,society has hoard
the pleacant news with deep interest
and approval. The contracting persons
are unusual favorites.
The prospective bride is the hand-
some daughter of Mr. George C. Long.
president of the First National Bank.
Since her debut she has been as popular
a belle as ever graced Hopkinsvilte so-
ciety, and her wit and persons
charms have won her an ever innessins
court of admirers. Dr. Tandy is one of
the most prominent dentists in this re-
Rion, with a large and lucrative prat:I--
Sloe, and professionally aad socially
gentleman steads higher.
The marriage will take place on the
evening of October Iti at the residence
of the bride's parents on South Virginia
street. It will be a quiet event and on-
ly the families and relatives and a few
of the most intimate friends will be
present. After the ceremony, the couple
will leave on the midnight train for a
bridal trip.
MACEDONIA NEWS.
_
Died at her home after many 7imas1
suffering Mrs. Alice White wife Of Deo
D. M. White, of Macedonia. She wee
a faithful Christian wife and mother
She leaves a husband five daughtefl
and one son to mourn her loss. T
end came Sept 24
Mr. W. U. Fugue, of 51an
will preach at Macedonia the
Lords' day in October
Elder W. H. Moore begins a pleb
(rioted meeting at New Bethlehem
It is anticipated that Elder J. 01.
Read, of Princeton, Ky., will begin a
series of meetings at hisoodonia the
third Lords' day in October.
Mr. L. 0. Eli is very low with fever.
Mr. Wilbert Franklin has his new
store house under head way.
Mr. R Claxton has sold his firm
to Mr W J for 54190 dollars. He
Intends to go to Colorado in the spring.
There is talk thaa the Crofton tele-
phone line will be*tended to Mace-
donia.
Miss Hattie Newsom, who has been
sick of malarial fever is now convales-
cent.
Mr W. J. Murphy has sold a house
and lot to Elder John W. MoCarroll.
WHIT. MAN.
Strikes a Rich Find.
"I was troubled for several years with
chronic indigestion and nervous debili-
ty," weites F. J. Green, of Lancaster,N
H. "No remedy helped me until I be-
gan using Electric Bitters, which did
me more good than all the medicines I
over used. They have also kept my
wife in excellent health for years. She
says Electric Bitten are jaqt splendid
for female troubles; that they are a
grand tonic for weak, run down wom-
en. No other medioine oan take its
place in our family." Try them. Guar-
anteed. Only 50n a bottle. Sold by
C K L L Elgin's, J 0 Cook's
and Anderson & Fowler's drug stores.
MISS ELLEN H. STONE. •
Miss Stone is the American missionary worker who was recently captured by Turkish
brigands in the mountains of Macedonia. She is fifty-two years of age and for twenty-
three years has been missionary in European Turkey. Her home is in Chelsea, Mass.,
where her mother, Mrs. Benjamin F :•••tone, a.. still living.
I ONDON, Eng., Oct. 10.-Miss Ellen H. Stone and her captors have been
poeitively located in the mountains on the Turkish frontier.
Arrangements have been made to surround the brigand with troops
It is universally f -area here that the ettempt to capture the outlaws will
cause a repetition of the Lord Mune tater tragedy in Greece when four mem-
ben of the Munottater party were murdered by the bandits when their friends
a
d to forcibly effect their release.
NOT READY
WHEN CALLED
GUARDED
BY TROOPS
Defense Given Still Fur- Soldiers Are At All But
ther Time. Two Mines.
Trying Hard To Have The Situation In Hopkins
Caleb Powers Case Declared To Be Sat-
Continued. isfactory.
(Special to New Ere).
GEORGETOWr. Ky , Oct. lu -The
aftilavit of the d setting forth
cause for a postponi lent of the trial of
Caleb Powers was urft ready when cir-
cuit court convened this morning.
Omni was promptly adjlurned till two
o'clock this afternoon.
It is believed a centionenoe will be
granted as there is not now time enough
at the present term of court to try the
Osse.
The commonwealth will resist a post-
ponement. Among the new witbetees
called by the defense is Miss Harriet
Baralaheimer, who wa- a trained nurse
employed at the beds de of William
Goebel. It is claimed that she will testi-
fy that the patient never regained con-
sciousness and that he, therefore, was
never Governor, leaving Taylor's par-
don of Powers valid, The court of ap-
peals, however, has already declared the
Taylor pardons worthless, and
one witnesses saw the dying man
the oath as governor.
TO ANNUL ATTACHMENT
numer•
take
Dr. Matt Wilkerson. Whose Wife Sued
Him For Divorce, Arrives,
Dr. Matt Wilkerson, the young dental
student of this oily, who was sued for
divorce last week in the circuit court,
arrived here yesterday from St. Louis to
secure the release of the attachment on
the Bowery Burlesque company, in
whioh Mr. Wilkerson recently purchas-
ed a halt interest. Mrs. Wilkerson has
attached the property of the defendant,
including the property of the troupe,
whioh is now in St. Louis. The compa-
ny is composed of thirty-eight members
and has been forced to car eel several
dates on account of the tie-up resulting
from the attachment.-Padue oh News
Mrs. Llano Terry left yesterday for
Indian Territory to join her husband
CHANuES IN TOBACCO CIRCLES,
Tandy & &dile; will hereafter do
business in the Abernathy warehouse
on Ninth street, and their warehouse
has been rented by Tandy & Fairleigh,
who are local agents of the Italian re-
Mr. N. A. Barnett has resigned his
position as tobacco inspector and will
be associated with Tandy & Fairleigb
daring the ooming season. A new In-
*Mos will be elected by the board or
trade on the first Wednesday in No-
PROGRESSING
RAPIDLY
Wel* On New Railroad
Between Cadiz And
Gracey.
(Special to New Era.)
OLAHKSVILLE, October 9.-M ay.
Clay Stocker who is directing the engi
neerieg wort on the new railroad be-
tween Cadiz end Gracey, reports that
the work on this road is progressing
rapidly. The grading has all been
finished except about three miles. The
little town of Cadiz, the centre of one
of the richest farming sections in Ken-
tucky will soon have an outlet that she
has needed and wished for for years.
THP LATEST SWINDLE.
••••••im,..m.
The very latest swindling scheme is
being worked in the West A merchant
receives a circular stating that certain
old wins, notably oei large-size toppers
of oertain dat,e, are valuable, worth say
from 5.: to $73. The circular advises
him to keep the schedule for the purpose
of reference as such ceine may come in-
to his possession. In a few days a
stranger enters his store, makes some
small purchase and in paying for the
same exposes a number of old-fashioned
coins, about which he oreeently begins
th talk. The merchant asks to see them
and finds that they are identical with
those quoted in his circular at fabulous
prices. He offers the mac two, ten or
perhaps twenty-five dollars, and becomes
the possessor of a coin which the .win
dlers purchase from New York and Bos-
ton dealers at $2 per hundred. But he
doesn't kick himself until he tries to
market his goods and then he says
things.
(Special To New Era.)
MADISON VILLE, Ky , Oct. 10.-All
mines in the county but two are now
under soldier guard.
The situation is declared by the au-
thorities to be very satisfactory.
The union men and the mine guards
are continuing to surrender their
arms, and troops are now at eight of
the minee.
No further disorder has been reported
either here or in Christian county, and
all the mines are working.
Fifty-eight union and non-union men
were today indicted by the Hopkins
county grand jury tot participation in
the recent lawlessness in connection
with the mining troubles.
The grand jury is still in session
TO 1OBACCO GROWERS.
(Oommunicated.)
The tobacco growing and marketing
situation of the dark wham, district,
being in a precarious and threatened
condition by the Tract and Italian goy
eminent buyers making it • one man
deal, and destroying all competition in
the trade, it becomes a neoeuity on the
part of toba000 growers to be up and
doing for self protection.
Careful thought and study of the beet
solution of the matter show the situa-
tion and condition can be overcome by
the planters, whose future prosperity in
growing tobacao profitably depends up-
on their action in forming unions
throughout the district and selecting
representative planters for a district
union and adopt laws and resolutions to
protect growers' interests against the
trusts and foreign combinations, by re-
solving in order to maintain your in.
duffles that -
'We the planters throughout the dark
tobaccc d,strict will not sell our tobacco
loose to any dealer who is not identified
with the interests of the home tobacco
trade in said district by having the to-
bacco prized and meld through the ware-
houses on the several markets within
the dark district. Otherwise we obli-
gate and bind ourselves to prize and sell
our tobacco through the warehouses,
the regular channel that has been the
mainstay and support in competition by
the world's markets for the past thi ti
years or more. These markets being
rept.. seated by buyers for all foreign
markets and warehons-tuel represent-
ing the sellers, seetivA/ thereby the
best prices paid by the. vialoom goyim-
meat* and manufacturers in ihemotld.'
Whereas, the MOVetit .11 t now start-
ed destroys all a mipetition, and prom-
ises within next few years to destroy
your tobacia growing intermits by ft re•
tog the prier* down to :I, 1 and noth n
as in antebellum day., *hen there were
no anetiou markets, Wnerese since
auction markets opened these prices
have not been heard of, but are DOW
rapidly appearing.
Hence by destroying all destine and
warehousemeu, you are making seas to
work for trusts and Hellenic At the
same time there is no question but they
need and want your tobacco as much no
you want to sell it, and it they fail to
oppress the growers and buy loose from
them them they will gladly come on
open markets and buy, paying prices; am
others do. But when competition stops
they will dictate their own prices and
terms.
So for self protection for yourselves
and your posterity, it becomes your do.
ty to be up and doing and destroy the
malignant octopus, that is slowly but
surely entwing its manacles about you.
Yon have now the best crop of tobacco
saved for years. The world's markets
are now oomparetively bare of supplies
Hence the demand will be good and
prices should be highest for past ten
years. Why stand ye idle all the (lay.
Be up and doing as your intelligence
demands. • * *
ADJOURNS TONIGHT.
From Thursday atoll'.
The Pedacah convocation will ad-
journ tonight. This morning, in addi-
tion to the bushiest sessions, the Rev.
H. G. England preached. The Rev. B.
K. Reed, dean of the Convocation, will
ooeuey the pulpit tonight. The next
meeting of the convocation will be held
in Uniontowu next spring.
Beautiful Skin
Soft White Hands
Luxuriant Hair
Produced by
titic
SOAP
MILLIONS USE CUTICURA SOAP,
assisted by Cuticura Ointment, for
beautifying the skin, for cleansing
the scalp and the stopping of fall-
ing hair, for softening, whitening,
and soothing red, rough hands, for
baby rashes, itchings, and chat-
ings, and for all the purposes of the
toilet, bath, and nursery. Millions
of women use CUTICURA SOAP in
baths for annoying irritations, in-
flammations, excoriations, or too
free or offensive perspiration, in
washes for ulcerative weaknesses,
and for many sanative, antiseptic
purposes which readily suggest
themselves to women and mothers.
Complete Treatment for every Humour.
erTIrl'KA Scott-, I. 1...1.1,41 the skin of crusts
caand sles.1111.1 S.dten the thickened cuticle,
and CI-11,111A OINTtM4T, tO allay
Wiling% inflammation, and Irritation, and
soothe anal heal, and CrTICCRA RENOLvEvy,
to cool and cleanse the blocs,.
GRAND LODGE
MEETS HERE
Success Crowns Efforts of
Local Odd Fellows,
Have Been Working 3.
Years --Five hundred
Delegates Coming.
The next meeting of the Kentucky
Grand Lodge of Odl Fellows will be
held in Hopkinsville
The :ceial lodge has been working for
three years to secure a meeting of the
Grand Lodge here. In 1900, Louisville
won and in 1901 Lexington was the
fortunate city. In 1902, the meeting
will be held in the handsome new Odd
Fellows' building which will be erected
on Ninth and Virginia streets. Several
other cities were anxious for the session,
but Hopkineville'n representatives.
Green Champlin, W. H. Lee, and Geo.
E. Randle, succeeded in making Hop-
kinsville'a Invitation the most at tractive
Mr. Champlin returned home this
morning to bring the gr od nev s Messrs.
Lee and Raudle will come balk tomor-
row.
The meeting will bring five hundred
OM Fellows from every part of the
state to Llopkineviile.
The Grand Lodge now in session at
Lexington will canclude its labors to
night.
Officers were elected se fel ow.:
Grand Master-A. D Oole, Maysville.
Deputy ti-and Master--M L. Downs,
Ourollton.
Grand Warden--B M. Arnett, Nioh•
°terrine.
Grand Secretary-R. G. Elliott, Lex-
ington.
Grand Treasurer--George Vs. Morris,
Louisville
Grand Representative-i ltu to Buck-
ley, Louisville.
Today the new officers will be install-
ed Last night there was e reception at
Merrick Ledge Club, followed by •
dance given in honor of the visitors by
Lexiuglob Odd Fellows.
DO YOU
WANT TO
SAVE
MONEY?
Here
Is
Your
Chance.
For Saturday
Only!
$30 bars Santa Claus
Soap
For
30 bars Fairbanks'
Brown Soap
70 bars Chief
Soap
-15 bars Tokio
Soap,
For
For
For I
12 boxes.Buttermilk e
Toilet Soap
For 47
1 doz. Lana Oil
Toilet Soap
For 75 C
I doz. Glycerine;
Toilet Soap
For 75c
Burch's
Cash
Grocery.
Phone 271,
No. 13, Main Street.
DATES OF
SPEAKINGS
Fusion Orators Are On
The Stump.
Prospects Of Victory
Arouse Enthusiasm
Throughout County.
Prospects for Democratic su.oess in
the county were Dover brighter than at
present. The splendid ticket pat out
by the anti-Ring forces is d I y gaining
many adherents and hem one end of
the county to the other great enthusi-
asm is being manifested
The fusion candidates are hard at
work. There is not a 11 Aire head on
the ticket atd (very man is f °jog JIM
full duty in cativastil.g the ceuuty. Al-
ready a number of preselect§ have been
carefully polled with pe result that
every man in the race A w feels confi-
dent that with a troper ffort on the
part of those citizens who wish to s e
Christian ooudty redeemed from Ring
rule the Democratic fusion ticket will
be elected next month by a good ma-
jarity. In leas than four weeks the
battle of ballots will be tough and
every man who has the intermit of his
town and county at heart 'thou ri put in
all tee time possible between now and
Nov. 5 in working for the defeat of the
men who for so many years have mis-
managed affairs in Christian county.
There will b 3 public spatting by the
candidates on the Demeciat c fusion
ticket and others at the following time.
and places:
Bainbridge, Tuesday, October 15.
Era, Wednesday, Oct. 10.
Mee 4zionia. Thursday, Oct IT
McKnight's Schoolhooge, Friday,
1.
Crofton, Saturday, Oct. 19.
Heisley's store, Toes -lay, Oct 22
Carl, Wednesday, Oct. 23.
Poo, Thursday, Oct. 24
Perry's Schoolhouse, Friday, Oct. 25
Fairview, Saturday, Oot. 26
The speaking will begin all :30
The two bright boys, sons of M D.
Kelly, Thomas and Joseph, left tide
morning for Oincinnati, Ohio, to enter
one of the best training schools for
children the country.
Heating
Stoves.
In addition to the large
stock of celebrated
Cole's Air Tight
Heaters
bought of Thompson & Bas-
sett, I am in receipt of large
shipment of
Estate Oak
Heating Stoves.
All sizes and styles. Also a
line of WOOD HEATERS
from $3.00 up. If ycu are
in the market for a heating
stove it will pay you to see
my line and get prices before
you buy.
Very Respectfully,
Jack
Thompson Block, Main St.
Don't you want to
OWN YOUR
OWN HOME??
The South Kentucky Building
and Loan A stoctation of Hop-
kinsville, Ky., will build you a
house on easy monthly pay-
ments. For particulars apply to
Henry O. Cant. - Pres
J E McPherson. Secaarea
11
THE PLACE
0
Silks!
Dress Goods!
Dress Trimming'
Fancy GoOds!
Cloair.S!
Rely Blade Skirts!
Carpets!
Rugs!
biattings!
Oil Cloth!
Etc.
STORE4
Where you will always find a full line of ale newei4
and beet in every line that money will buy and sold at t
lowest possible price.
rS.
st,
Oa'
12.
tr•frit
*sT
fel Cot
este
ass
rr_
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Things We
Hear Every
Day....
"I find no clothes anywhere that
fit like yours."
"Yours are the best made suits
I've had shown me and I have been
the rounds."
There is no mystery about it, gentlemen.
Superiority will tell. Every stain our stock
is made for us, our trade, for our use. We
have been studying you and your likes for
years. You get the benefit of the best taste,
the best talent, the best materials in our
suits.
It is no exaggeration for us to claimthst
we sell the best makes cheaper than the oth-
ers do the cheap makes. The unsolicited
testimony of our patrons prove it.
OUR FALL STOCK
is coming in every day, Our store is the
home of fashion and the abode Of 1
prices.
•
"K T.WALL&CO.0,1
isoatrat
414% .
The Penn Mutual
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF PHILADELPHIA,
:S WRITING MORE THAN 
A Million of Insurance a Week!
LOW RATES OF PREMIUM. PURELY MUTUAL
NO CONTESTED DEATH CLAIMS. ANNUAL DIVIDENDS.
NO STOCKHOLDERS TO SHARE IN DISTRIBUTION OF SURPLUS.
Agents Wanted, address
Clarence C.Claypool, General Agent
Hopkinsville, Kentucky.
MORPHINE,Opium, etc.
disease Cured by TACK-A-POU-SHA
345942 cases in 17 years
The disease is the national earns of Japan
and Chins it remedy was iniperstise and
the medical prolession then accepted this
as ttle only permanent, planar, prcate,
quick care known to si.oe. A weeks'
treatment rare or CHARGE. Phy-
sicians and all confidentially izestod by ash.
Core
HHOME"Ite*EATHILET 00.,
Ina West dad Ss, Saw York City.
Wrrtr1117ftritttrtrtrtr71MtiMTIMMH
A Puzzle.,
If it takes three yards of goods to
make a man's suit and the goods cost
$1.35 a yard, the linings and trim-
mings cost S5c, the cutting cost 35c,
cost of making 82-total cost $7.15
how does the Big Anderson Store sell
thii suit tor $7.50. You'll figure 'til
you are baldheaded on this puzzle and
might not believe it without you saw
the suit. It makes no difference to you
whether the manufacturer was caught
in a close place and we helped him out
with,the ready cash •-or whether we
are lbsing money when we sell them
--but the fact remains that when you
buy one of these suits you get $10 in
value for $7.50. We stake all our
past reputation on the truthfulness
of this statement: that this is the big-
gest bargain in clothing we have
ever offered. a
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WASHINGTON, Oct. 6.—Tbe charm of
as exalted religion is by Dr. Talmage
in this discourse Illustrated and com-
mended; text. Job :evil'. IT, —The crys-
tal cannot equal it."
Many of the precious stones of the
Bible have come to prompt recognition,
but for the present I take up the less
valuable crystal. Job. In my text, com-
pares saving wisdom with a specimen
of topes. An infidel chemist or miner-
alogist would pronounce the latter
worth more than the former. but Job
Snakes an Intelligent comparison, looks
at religion amid then looks at the crys-
tal and proaounces the former as of
far ealierter vales to the latter. ex-
elalmillg in the words of my text, "The
crystal cannot espial It"
Now. It is not a part of my sermonic
design to depreciate the crystal, wheth-
er it be found In Cornish mine or liars
mountain or Maui moth cave or tinkling
among the pendants of the chandeliers
of a palace. The crystal Is the star of
the mountain; it is the queen of the
cave; it is the eardrop of the hills; it
finds its heaven in the diamond. Among
all tile Pages of natural history there
Ja no page more interesting to me than
the page crystallographic. But I want
in show you that Job was right when,
tables retie*n in one hand and the
serial In the other, he declared that
the termer is of fax more value and
lealig than the latter, recommending
ft in alSee people and to all the ages.
tethering "The crystal cannot equal
It.-
in the Snit place. I remark that re-
Uses in superior to the crystal in ex-
actness. That shapeless mass of crys-
tal against which you accidentally
dashed your foot Is laid out with more
*machetes than any earthly city. There
are six styles of crystallisation and all
of them divinely ordained. Every crys-
tal has mathematical precision_ God's
. geometry reaches through It, and it is a
spare or It Is a rectangle or It is •
rhomboid or in some way tt has a
mathematical figure. Now, religion
beats that in the simple fact that spir-
itual accuracy is more beautiful than
matartaLaccuracy. God's attributes are
--God's law exact, God's decree.
exact. God's management of the world
exact. Never counting wrong, though
he meats the grass blades and the
sense mad the sands and the cycles.
RIM provident-es never dealing with us
paspesdieularly when those prove
dowse ought to be oblique, nor laterally
Wine they ought to be verticaL Every-
Meg la our life arranged without any
geselheity of mistake. Each life a six
heeded prima. Born at the right time.
Oleg at the right time. There are no
"lames so's" in our theology. If I
thought the was a slipshod universe.
I would be In despair. God is not an
aserebast. Law, order, symmetry, pre-
eines, a perfect square, a perfect rec-
tangle, a perfect rhomboid, a perfect
cede. The edge of God's robe of gov-
ernment never frays out. There are
no lame screws in the world's ma-
Mosey. It did not just happen that
itamdees was attacked with indiges-
tea at lbormUno so that be became in-
toe tbe doky. It did not just
leggss that John Thomas, the mis-
. get a heathen island, waiting
and orders for another
tot. , ved that outfit
in a box that floated
the ship and the crew
the bes were never beard
c believe in a malkular providence.
I believe Gods geometry may be seen
In all our life more beautlfelly than in
crystallography. Job was right, 'Tb.
crystal cannot equal it."
freaapstreue,
Age* I remark that religion IS su-
perior to the crystal in transparency.
W. knew not when or by whom glass
was Int discovered. Beads of it have
bows found in the tomb of Alexander
Swerve. Yeses of it are brought up
from the ruins of Herculaneum. There
were female adornments made out of
Ii 3.000 years ago—those adornments
temed now attached to the mummies
of 'govt. A great many commentators
barmy that my text means glass. What
would we do without the crystal—the
tweed In the window to keep out the
sera and let In the day, the crystal
over the watch, defending its delicate
teseblesey, yet allowing us to see the
. Mein the meal of the telescope, by
welds the astronomer bream distant
worlds se near he can inspect them?
Ole the triumphs of the crystals in the
windows of Rosen and Salis-
bury! Set them is nothing so trans-
In a crystal as in our holy reli-
ghts. It is a transparent religion. You
gat It to your eye, and yes we mas—
hie sis. his sett his destiny. You look
at God, and you is. something of the
grandeur if his character. It is a trans-
Infls tell us It LS
egaigile De you kaow why they tell
so R is opaque? It is bootees they are
bled. "TM natural man receneth not
the thew of God because they are
agielthaBy discerned" There is no
MOW with the crystal; the trouble is
with the eyes width try to look through
It. We pray for vision, Lord, that our
eye@ might be opesed: When the eye
salve ewes our blindness, then we and
that milieu is transparent.
It' Is a transparent Bible. All the
Meelltaias of the Bible come out—Sinai,
the mountain of the law; Pisgah, the
mountain of prospect; Opvet. the 0101111-
tain of instruction; Calvary. the moun-
tain of saerilice. All the rivers of the
lithe come emt—liklekel, or the river
if paradisaical beauty; Jordan, or the
Will rw tuatil she drop*, and think
she's rather a fine thing. Very
often the future shows her that she was
foundation for years of
unhappiness. When the back aches,
when there is irregularity or any other
womanly ill, then the first duty a woman
owes to herself is to find • cure for her
sibnents.
The use of Dr. Pierces Favorite Pre-
scription in cases of womanly disease
win insure a prompt restoration to sound
health. It regulates the periods, stops
unhealthy drains, heals inflammation
mud ulceration, and cures female weak-
ness. It makes weak women strong,
sick women well.
Sick women are invited to consult Dr.
Pierce, by letter, free Of charge. All
=re
absolutely private and
in his thirty years and
over of 'medical practice Dr. Fiore, as-
sisted by his staff of nearly • score of
physicians, has treated and cared more
than half a milliss women. Address
Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
*I Tel." yes • kw Hues today to let mai
Weer MS I im feeling well now, " writes Miss
elli 
. of Belleville. Wood Co.. Week
tt letleswilie • sew woman. I took several
Medea of Pavertte Prescription' sod of the
'Golden Medical Dissever, I hove so head-
ache aim, and no mom psis in my side; so
baurtag-dowe psis say more. I think that there
▪ oo isedicise like Dr Pierce's medicine.'
Dr. Pierce's Common Sense Medical
Adviser, in paper covers, is sent free on
receipt of it one-cent megrim to pay ex-
pense mailing only. Address Dr. It. V.
, Buffalo, N. Y.
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CASTOR IA
The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has heels
In use for over 30 years, has hos-4e the signature of
and has 113,--dis made under his per..
sonalso-dervision since its infliney.
• Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and "Just-as-good" are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Leman and Children—Experience against Experhnent.
What is CASTORIA
Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pare-
goric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic)
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness.. It cares Diarrhces and Wind
Oelk. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friend.
GENUINE CASTORIA ALWAYS
Bears the Signature of
The Kind You Have Always Bought
In Use For Over 30 Years.
Tag saIRTIMIll 01110•1110T. TV 11114..1••• .11111EET. 
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river of holy chrism; Cherlth. or the
river of prophetic supply; Nile. or the
river of palaces, and the pure river of
life from under the throne, clear as
crystal. While reading this Bible, aft-
er our eyes have been touched by grace.
we find it all transparent. and the earth
rocks, now with crucifixion agony and
now with judgment terror. and Christ
appears in some of his 256 titles, as far
as I ran eount them—the Bread, the
Rock. the Captain. the Commander, the
Conqueror, the Star. and on and be-
yond any capacity of mine to rehearse.
Transparent religion!
Illiaminsteo and Brightens.
The providence that seemed dark be-
before becomes pellucid. Now you find
God is not trying to put you down.
Now you uoderstand why you lost that
child and why you lost your property.
It was to prepare you for eternal treas-
ures. And why sickness came, It being
the precursor of Immortal juvenescence.
And now you understand why they lied
about you and tried to drive you hither
and thither. It was to put you in the
glen-Sous company of such men as Igna-
tius, who when he went out to be de-
Mroyed by the lions said, "I am the
wheat, and the teeth of the wild beasts
must first grind me before I can be-
come pure bread for Jesus Christ;" or
the company of such men as "that an-
cient Christian martyr" who, with
standing in the midst of the amphi-
theater waiting for the lions to come
out of their cave and destroy him, and
the people in the galleries jeering and
shouting. "The lions!" replied, "Let
them come on!" and then, stooping
down toward the cave where the wild
beasts were roaring to get out, again
cried. "Let them come on!" Ah, yes, it
Is persecution to put- you in glorious
company, and, while there are many
things that you will have to postpone
to the future world for explanation. I
tell you that it is the whole tendency
of your religion to unravel and explain
and interpret and illumine and irradi-
ate. Job was right. It Is a glorious
transparency. *-The crystal cannot
equal it."
I remark again that religion surpass-
es the crystal in its beauty. The lump
of crystal Is put under the magnifying
glass of the crystallographer. anti he
sees in it indescribable exquisiteness—
snowdrift and splinters of hoarfrost
and corals and wreaths and stars and
crowns and constellations of conspicu-
ous beauty. The fact is that crystal h
so beautiful that I can think of but one
thing in all the universe that is as beau-
tiful, and that Is the religion of the Bi-
ble. No wonder this Bible represents
that religion as the daybreak, as the
apple blossoms, as the glitter of a
king's basquet. It is the joy of the
whole earth.
People talk too much about their
cross and not enough about their
crown. Do you know that the Bible
mentioas a cross but twenty-seven
times, while it mentions a crown
eighty times? Ask that old man what
he Ilditki of mitten. He has been a
close observer. He has been cultivat-
ing an esthetic taste. He has seen the
sunrises of half a century. Ile has
been an early riser. Ile has been an
admirer of cameos and corals and all
kin& of beautiful things. Ask him
what he Milks of religion, and be will
tell you: "It is the most beautiful thing
I ever saw. The crystal cannot equal
it.,.
nooses of God's Love.
Beautiful in its symmetry. When It
presents God's character, it does not
present him as having love like a great
protuberance on one side of his nature.
but makes that love In harmony with
his justice—a love that will accept all
those who come to him and a Justice
that win by no means clear the guilty.
Beautiful religion in the sentiment It
implants! Beautiful religion in the
hope it kindles: Beautiful religion In
the fact that it proposes to garland and
enthrone and emparadise an immortal
spirit! Solomon says it is a lily. Paul
says It is a crown. The Apocalypse
says It is a fountain kissed of the sun.
Ezekiel says it is • foliaged cedar.
Christ says it Is a bridegroom come to
fetch home a bride. While Job In the
text takes up a whole vase of pre
cious stones—the topaz and the sap-
phire and the chrysoprasus—he takes
out of this beautiful vase just one
crystal and holds It up until it gleams
In the warm light of the eastern sky,
and be exclaims, "The crystal cannot
equal it!"
Oh, it is not a stale religion, it Is
not a stupid religion, it is not a tooth-
less hag, as some seem to have repre-
sented It; it is not a Meg Slerrilies with
shriveled arm come to scare the world.
It is the fairest daughter of God, heir-
ess of all his wealth, her cheeks the
morning sky. her voice the music of
the south wind, her step the dance of
the sea. Come and woo her. The
Spirit and the Bride say come, and
whosoever will let him come. Do you
agree with Solomon cud say it Is a lily?
Then pluck It and wear it over your
heart. Do you agree with Paul and nay
It Is a crown? Then let thie hour be
•
have only been resurreaed from forms
that were far front lustrous. Scientists
for :,ges have been examining these
iiiii ierful transformations. But I tell
you In the gospel of the Sou of God
I there is a snore wonderful transforma-tion. Over souls by reason of sin black
as (-oat and hard as iron God, by his
(swanning grace, stoops and says,
"They shall be mine in the day when I
make up my jewels."
-What." say you. "will God wear
Jewelry If lie wanted it, he could
make the Pram of beaven his belt and
have the evening cloud for the sandals
of his feet. But he does not want that
adornment. Ile will not have that jew-
elry. When God wants jewelry, be
comes down and digs it out of the
depths and darkness of sin. Theme
souls are all crystallizations of mercy.
He puts them on, and he wears them
In the presence of the whole universe.
lie wears them on the hand that was
nailed, over the heart that was pierced.
on the temples that were stung. "They
*Jinn be mine," meth the Lord, "hi the
day when I make up my jewels."
Wonderful transformation: Where sin
abounded grace shall much more
abound. The carbon becomes the soli-
taire. "The crystal cannot equal it."
Now, I have no liking for those peo-
ple who are always enlarging in Chris-
tian meetings about their early dissipa-
tion. Do not go into the particulars,
my brothers. Simply say you were
sick, but make no display of your ul-
cers. The chief stock in trade of some
ministers and Christian workers seems
to be their early crimes and dissipa-
tions. The number of pockets you pick-
ed and the number of chickens you
stole make very poor prayer meeting
rhetoric. Beekles that, it discourages
other Christian people who never got
drunk or stole anything. But it is
pleasant to know that those who were
farthest down have been brought high-
est up. Out of infernal serfdom into
eternal liberty. Out of darkness into
light. From coal to the solitaire. "The
crystal cannot equal it."
Light of the Gospel.
But, my friends, the chief transform-
ing power of the gospel will not he
seen in this world and not until heaven
breaks upon the soul. When that light
falls upon the soul, then you will see
the crystals. What a magnificent set-
ting for these jewels of eternity! I
soinetimee hear people representing
heaven in a way that is far from at-
trace% e to we, It seems almost a vul-
gar heaven as they represent it. with
great blotches of color and bands of
music making a deafening racket. John
represents heaven as exquisitely beau-
tiful. Three crystals! In one place he
says, "Her light was like a previous
stone, clear as crystal." In another
pinto he says. "I raw a pure river from
under the throne, clear as crystal." In
another place be says, "Before the
throne there was a sea of glass clear
as crystal." Three crystals! John
says crystal atmosphere. That means
health. Balm of eternal June. What
weather after the world's east wind!
No rack of stornicioude One breath
of that air will cure the worst tubercle.
Crystal light on all the leaves; crystal
light shimmering on the topaz of the
temples: crystal light tossing In the
plumes of the equestrians of heaven on
white horses. But "the crystal cannot
equal it." John says crystal river.
That means joy. Deep and ever roll-
ing. Not one drop of the Potontac or
the Iluditon or the Rhine to soil It; not
one tear of human sorrow to imbitter
it. Crystal, the rain out of which it
was made; crystal, the bed over which
It shall roll and ripple; crystal. Its in-
finite surface. But "the crystal can•
not equal It." JOiirl says crystal sea.
That means multitudinously vast, vast
in rapture, rapture vast as the sea,
deep as the sea, strong as the sea, ever
changing as the sea; billows of light,
billows of beauty, blue with skies that
were never clouded and green, with
depths that were never fathomed; Are-
tiers and Antarctica and Mediterra-
nean/. and Atlantic's and Pacifies In
crystalline tuagnificence. Three crys-
tals—crystal light falling on a crystal
river. crystal river rolling into a crys-
tal Rea . But "the crystal cannot equal
Heins, Transformation.
"Oh." rays come one, putting his
hand over his eyes. "can it be that I
who have been in so much sin and trou-
ble will ever come to those crystals?"
Yea, it may be—it will be. Heaven we
must have, wInetever we hare or have
not, and we come here to get It. "Ilow
much must I pay for It?' you sap.
You will pay for it just as much as the
coal pays to become the diamond. In
other worda, nothing. The same Al-
mighty power that wakes the crystal
In the mountain will change your heart,
which Is harder than stone, for the
promise is, "I will take away your
stony heart, and I will give you a heart
of flesh."
"Oh," says some one, "It Is just the
doctrine I want. God Is to do every-
thing. and I am do nothing." My
brother, it Is not the doctrine you want.
your coronation. Ito you agree with The cull makes no resistance. It hears
the Apocalypse and say It k a spring- the resurrection voice In the mountain,
log fountain? Then come and slake and It comes to crystallization; but your
the thirst of your soul. Ito you be- ' heart resists. The trouble with you,
neve with Ezekiel anti say It Is a toll- my brother, Is the coal wants to May
aged cedar? Then come under Its (val.
shadow. Do you believe with chest
and say It Is a bridegroom come to
fetch home a bride? Then strike hands
with your Lord and King while I pro-
nounce you everlastingly one. Or if
you think with Job that It is a jewel,
then put it on your hand like a ring, on
your neck like a head, on your forehead
like a star, while, looking into the mir-
ror of God's word, you ails tiowletlgo
-The crystal cannot equal it " I fouled with our teach. Transformation
Superior to Cry•tal. I must take place now or no transforms-
Again, religion Is superioeto the crys-
tal In Its transformations. The dia-
mond is only a crystallization. Carbo-
nate of lime rises till It becomes cal-
cite or aragonite. Red oxide of copper
crystallizes into cubes and octahedrons
Those crystals whit h adorn our per-
sons and our homes and our museums
I do not ask you to throw copes the
door and let Christ in. I only ask that
you stop bolting it and barring It. My
friends, we will have to get rid of our
sins. I will have to get rid of my sins,
anti you will- have to get rid of your
sins. What will we do with our sins
among the three crystals? The crystal
stmottphere would display our poliu-
in. The crystal river would be be-
tion at all. Give sin full chance In
your heart, and the transformation
will be downward instead of upward.
Instead of a crystal it will be a cinder.
In the days i•f Carthage a Christian
girl was vondetuned to die for her faith,
Ind a boat was bedaubed with tar and
tee on iire, and the Christian girl was
Idoeed Iii the in.rit. ftlid tlie iiind was
offehore, and the boat at:Kited away
will! its pruchms t rotINIIre. No 01k. CUD
1101111t that bout 1:111•1141 at the elowe of
eeaveu. Sin emote to put you III a
fiery boat and shove you off Ila as op-
imeite dirteelon—off (ruin pence, off
from God. oft from ben yen. e rla st Mg-
ly ore and the port toward .i loch you
would sail would be a port of t'arkness,
cud the guns that would g .,'et you
would lie the guns of despair anti the
flags that would waive at your arrival
would be the black flags of death. Oh.
my brother. you must either kill sin
or sin will kill you. It is no exaggera-
tion when I say that any man or wom-
an that wants to be saved may be
saved. Tremendous choice! A thou-
sand people are choosing this moment
between salvation and destruetion,
weeu light WA darkness, bet weeu
charred ruin and glorious crystallize;
(ion.
[Copyright. MI, Louis kloptsch, N. T.]
CURES ECZEMA AND ITCHING HUMORS
THROUGH THE BLOOD—COSTS 140TH
TO,Ter IT.
B. B. R. (Botanic Blood Balm) taken
internally will kill all the humors in
in the blood that cause the awful itch-
ing of Eceema, Scabs, Smiles, Closes.
Watery Blisters, Boils, Pimples, Aching
Bones and Joints, Pit.kly ['sins in she
Skin, old, eating bole, Ulcers, etc.
Botanic Blood Balm will make the
blood pure and rich, heal every *ore and
permanently stop all the itching sensa-
te:dn. Botanic Blood Balm gives the
rich glow of health to the sdin.:13. B. B.
at drug stores, $1. Trial trratment free
by writing Blood Balm 0o.. Atlanta. Ga.
Describe trouble and free medical advice
given until cared. Costs nothing:to try
P. B B , as medicine is sent prepaid.
LEAVE PtMEIROICE.
--
Dr. B D ,Moore and family will in a
few days remove from Pembroke to St
Louis, where they will reside He has
sold his home and t fti es to Dr. R L.
Boyd, of Alensville. Dr Moore has
many ft ends thioughont the county.
He has several times been elected mayor
of Pembroke
•
0. U. PhelpieForestdale, V6 . says his
And was completely cared of a bad case
of eczema by the use of DeWitt's Witch
had Salve Beware of all counterfeits
It instantly relieves piles. R. 0 Hard
wick.
GOING 10 LOUISVILLE.
Mrs. E D Rawls is making arrange-
ments to remove to Louisville where she
will 000duce a large boarding house.
rho Orumbaugh place, which she will
vacate, will be occupied by Mrs Hattie
Watson.
W. T. Wessou,Libolsonville, Vs., drug-
gist, writ..: "Your One Minute Clough
Ours gives perfect satisfaction. My
customers say iii. the best remedy for
ooughs,colds, throat and lung troubles,"
R. U. Hardwick.
TOBACCO CROP OF MI.
Another week has passed without
frost dainties to the remnant of the crop
In the fields. Oonsioerable has been
out and housed uncle? favorable con-
ditions onoe last report and now only a
very small part of the crop is yet stand-
ing. Accordingly it is demonstrated
that anyone who cut tobacco not thor-
oughly ripe made a bad mistake. The
damage to the Western crop to date le
so small as to out no figure. The loos
from tebs000 cut green, however, may
prove serious to many formers —Wes-
tern Tobacco Journal.
•
Mothers everywheie praise One Minnie
Omagh Ours for the sufferings it has
relieved and the lives of their little ones
it has saved. Strikes at the root of the
trouble and draws out the inflammation.
The children's favorite Oough Oure. R.
0. Hardwick.
MAT WILKERSON. ACTOR
--
Bays !surest Is A Show Asti Is (lois(
Te Oernasy.
Dr. M. L Wilkerson. dental student,
who was on Monday sued for divorce by
his wife, arrived here Wednesday night,
and after a short business trip returned
to Louisville yestetclay.
From there he will go to New York to
join a big burlesque troupe that will
lour Germany.
He claims he pui chased a half tutorial
in the company —t'aducah News Dem•
oorst
Kodol Dyspepsia Ours is not a mere
stimulant to tired nature. It affords
the stomach complete and absolute real
by digesting the food you eat. You
don't have to diet but can enjoy all the
good food you want. Kodol Dyspopets
Ours instantly relieves that distressing
fooling after eating, giving you new
life and vigor. R Hardwick.
NATIONAL TOBACCO MEN.
Mr. James West, Of This City, Is Elected
Vice President.
The National Tobacco Oonveotion at
Richmond, Va., Friday, perfected the
details of the new organization, vibich
will be known IM the Tobscao Associa-
tion of the United States. T. M. Oar-
&legion, of Richmond, was elected 'res-
ident and James West, of Hopkirsville,
was chosen as vice preset-lie
The character of the association is
found in Article 10. which provicies for
these standing committees
National Legislation, Slate logialation
(one for each state), Foreign Freight
Rates, Inland Freight Rates, Fire loser-
Statistioe, Arbitration and Intro-
ducing Different Species of Tobacco into
all markels.
DeWitt's Little Early Risen never
disappoint. They are safe,protapt, gentle
effective in removing all impurities from
from the liver and bowels Small and
easy to take Never gripe or distress R
0. Hradwiok.
Rheumatism
It heumatic pains are the cries of protest
and distress from tortured muscles, aching
joints and excited nerves. The blood has
been poisoned by the accumulation of
waste matter in the system, and can no
longer supply the pure arid health sustain-
ing food they require. The whole system
feels the efrect of this acid poison; and
not until the blood has been purified and
brought back to a healthy condition will
the aches and pains cease.
Mrs. James Rel. of 707 Ninth street, N. it,
Washington, D. C., writes as follows; "A few
months. ago I had an attack of Sciatic Rheum&
Hain in its wont form The
pain was so Intense that I
became completely pros-
trated The attack was an
unusually severe one, and
my coodition was regard-
ed as Leine Very danger-
ous,. I was attended by
one of tile most able doc-
tors in Washington. who is
also aoimaelebsed. ri;:g the fac-
medical
f
college here. Ile told me
tioionc.olicidt nycwohuisidperetsewreu. Aip-_
fter having it Sued
tyre'. e times without receiving the slightest
benefit, I declined to continue his treatment as
longer. Having heard of S. S S (Swift's Specific)
recommended for Rheumatism, I decided, •Imost
In despair however, to give the medicine • trial,
and • iter I had taken a few bottles I was • tii e
hobble around on crotches, •iid very soon t here-
after had no use for them at all, S. S. a having
cured me • :mad mud well. All the distressing
pains h a v e left me, my appetite has returned.
and I am happy to be again restored to perfect
health.
the
ideaegrierestmedveygeitanbailel
purifier and tonic, is
rheumatic troubles.
There are no opiates or
minerals in it to disturb the digestion and
lead to ruinous habits.
We have prepared a special book on
Rheumatism which every sufferer from
this painful disease should read. It is the
most complete an.1 interesting book of
the kind in existence. It will be sent free
to any one desiring it. Write our physi-
cians fully and freely about your case. We
make no charge for medical advice.
'ME SWIFT SPECIFIC co., ATLANTA. GA.
FINDS ARE
REMARKABLE
Many New Discoveries All
Around Us.
Oil, Pearls and Gold In
Christian and Neigh-
boring Counties
It has been disoovered in the list few
months, says the Cadiz Record, that
some or the atriums in Trigg and
Ohristian counties abound in pearls of
the very finest quality, and a great
many very ties °um have been found
near here They hove brought very
good orices, some having Wen sold for
as high as $20 in the rough, and raog-
mg from that down to $:.
Thor, oil has been ditoovered in good-
ly quanities at.d of a tint-class quality
in various parts of Christian and Todd
ocuaties. A great deal of the land
'nose sections has been leased by differ-
ent companier, who will develop them
as speedily as possible.
And last week gold was dietovered on
the farm of J. D Fletcher in Montgom-
ery county, Tenn. The iuformstien it
that a gold nugget about an inch long
was discovered in the crevice of a large
limestone rook. The dirt had been
washed off the Op of the rock,revealing
th4s gold. The gold has been tested, it
Is said, and found to be of a superior
quality.
C:3 T C3ter1 -3="
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GOOD WOMAN GONE.
Mrs. Sallie Gooch Dies After Several
Weeks' Illsess.
From saturciay's daily.
Mrs. Sallie A. Gooch died Thursday
night after an Illness of several weeks
of acute stoma( h disorder.
For more than a week her condition
had been regarded as critical Her son,
Rev. James Gooch, who had been sum-
moned here from Oklahoma, was at her
bedside when the end came. Mrs
Gooch was loved and respected by all
who knew her. She was a devout
Christian and faithful in every relation
of life. Her death cause, great sorrow
For many years she was ptoprietor of
the Gooch Hotel, and possessed unusual
business ability
Funeral several were held this morn-
log at 10 o'clock at the late residence on
North Main street, and the tinsmitht
took plates at Hopewell oemetery.
Lewis Ookermsti Goshen, lad ' De
WItt's Little Early Risen never bend
me double like other pills, but do their
work thoroughly and make me feel like
a boy." Certain, thorough, gentle. R.0
fiat d wick
Women and Jewels.
Jewels, candy, flowers, man—that is
the order of a woman's preferences.
Jewels form a magnet of mighty power
to the average woman. Even that
greatest of all jewels, health, is often
ruined in the strenuous s fforts to make
or save the II1000) to purchase them. If
a woman will risk her health to get a
coveted gem, then let her fortify herself
against the insiduous consequences of
cough', colds and tronchial affections
by the regular use of Dr. Boschee's Ger-
maniSyrup. It will promptly arrest
consumption in its early stages and heal
the affected lungs and bronchial tubes
and drive the dread e iv same from the
system It hi notja cure all, but a cer-
tain cure for coughs, colds and all bron-
chial troublts. You can get Dr. U. (1.
Green's reliable remedies at R. C. Hard-
wick's drug store. (let Green's Special
Almanac,.
Women as Well as Men
Are Made Miserable by
Kidney Trouble.
Kidney trouble preys upon the mind. dis-
Oeurages and lessens ambition: beauty, vigor
and cheerfulness soone es ea: disappear when the kid-
neys are out of order
or diseased. -
Kidney trouble has
become so prevalent
that it is not uncommon
for a child to be born
°afflicted with weak kid-
neys. If the child urin-
ates too often, if the
urine scalds the flesh or if, when the child
reaches an age when it should be able to
control the passage, it is yet afflicted with
bed-wetting, depend upon it. the cause of
the difficulty is kidney trouble, and the first
step should be towards the treatment of
these important organs. This unpleasant
trouble is due to a diseased condition of the
kilneys and bladder and not to a habit as
(well ind filled with combustibles and most people suppose.doses aids digrstion. stimulates the liver Women as well as men are made mis-
to healthy action, purifies the blood, • erable with kidney and bladder trouble,
and make+, you feel buoyant and vigor- and both need the same great remedy.
on.. You can get Dr U G Green's re. The mild and the immediate effect of
Ii ible remedies et R. 0 Hardwie.k's Sw
amp-Root is soon realized. It is sokl
efrshiellESTER
."LEADER" and " REPEATER "
SMOKELESS POWDER SHOTGUN SHELLS
are need by the best shots in the country because they are so accurate,
mama and reliable. All the world's championships and records have been
Well and made by Winchester shells. Shoot them and you'll shoot well.
USED MY THE PEST SHOTS, SOLD EVERYWHERE
Brain-Food Nonsense.
Another ridiculous food fad has been
branded by the most competent author
ittes. They have dispelled the silly no-
tion that one kind of food is needed for
brain, another for muscles, and still an-
other for bones. A correct died will not
only nourish a particular part of the
body, but it will suatain every other
part. Yet, however good your food
may be, Its nutriment is destroyed by
Indigestion or dyspepsia. You must
prepare for their appearance or prevent
their coming oy taking regular dose' of
Green's August Flower, the favorite
medicine of the healthy millions. A few
drug store tint Green's Special Alma-
..
C7 411.. Ce 1:11. AL..
Ism UN 11* Kind YOU Hive the Elea
oadsolue
nac
by druggists, in fifty-
cent and one dollar
sizes. You may have a
sample bottle by mail
free, also pamphlet tell- noes a ity-rwpaeo.
ing all about it. Including many of the
thousands of testimonial letters received
from sufferers cured. In writing Dr. Kilmer
& Co., Binghamton, N. Y., be sure and
mention this paper.
. 
to Atoms
needs • powerful, drastic, purgative pill
has been exploded. for Dr Kiog's New
Life Mk 
,
which are perfeotly harmless,
The old Idea that the body sometimes
gently stimulate liver lied bowels to ex-
Phi poisonous matter,nleanse the system
and absolutely cure constipation, sick
headsehe. 253. Sold by L L Elgin, C K
Wyly, J 0 Gook and Anderson & Fow- alFlsci
ler !
IMIT
Boars dm he KW% litte Always Beg
aitimm20
of
Hampton Fox, attorney at law and
tesoher of shorthand. B 01 SID$Tillei KY
-10"-- 
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FOR SALE. 200 ser, of well improv-
ed land 3 mites west of Hopkinsville on
the Oadiz road Will sell 100 sores un-
improved or the whole 200 acres.
J. U. 0HILDRE88,
111-n4M Hopk intville, Ky.
HULL YOUR PEAS.
We have the only up-to-date Bidwell
Pea Hullers and the only successful pea
hullers built. Will hull your peas
ready for market and bale this hulling.
after the machine. Leave or send Or-
ders to Mat S. Major, Herndon, or M
F. Winfree. Cathay, w tf.
W. T. irtill/1113, T. S. 101101I.
Winfree& Knight,
Real Estate.
Tha season of the year when people
want to buy real estate is at hand, and
we invite those who want to buy or sell
to consult this column.
We have excellent facilities for con-
ducting the business and will advertise
properly put into our hands free of
charge, and will furnish prospective
customers conveyance to look at prop-
erty without cost to them. Oome to see
• as if you want to sell, it costs you noth-
ing if you fail.
A splendid farm of 2 1 0 acres on turn-
pike road , miles from Hopkinsville.
New eight room dwelling with three
porches, well arranged with hot ano
.toid water, bath tub, water closet, etc.
2 good stock barns, granary, cabino&o.,
with windmill, branch of never failing
water through the farm, All under good
wire fence and in a high state of culti-
vation and in excellent neighborhood. A
model stock farm. Will be sold cheap.
Farm of 270 acres in Oaldwell
Ky., 4 miles from Sootteburg and I. 0 -
R. R. and 8 miles front Princeton Ky.
Ibis farm has a good frame dwelling
10 rooms, good stock barn,tobaoco barn
grainary, good out houses, 2 good wells
and line spring, 100 acres of the land is
in fine large White Oak timber.
A splendid farm of 80 scree, good
dwelling with 8 rooms, stable, tobacco
barn, apple amid pesch orchard, extra
fine well, good cistern, plenty of stock
water, walled cellar, land fertile and in
a high state of cultivation, On Public
road within 2 miles of Graoey Ky. Will
be mold at a bargain.
175 acres of land with improvements
4 miles from Ho2kinsville on Madison-
ville road. Oheap, $1210
A beautiful home; two story brick
residence; 8 rooms; hall and bath room
with bath fixtures and all modern con-
veoiencee ; everything new and in ex-
cellent repair; house piped for water
and glue and wired for electricity; g000
oeller, cistern, stable and all other
necessary outbuildings: woe shade trees.
This property will be sold at a bargain.
We have the following Florida lands
that we will sell at low price or ex-
change for farming land in this section:
361 acres in Pasco county, 120 acres in
Pason county, 200 acres in Hernando
county and 160 acres in Hillsboro coun•
ty. One of the above tracts is heavily
timbered with the finest yellow pine,
and another is heavily timbered with
the pine from which they make turpen-
tine. For further description, etc., see
us
One of the most desirable houses in
the city for boarding house; centrally
located, convenient to business and de-
pots, within one square of Main St.
Good harm of 160 acres, 2 miles from
Bennettatown, Ky. Good house If
rooms, tenant house, good well, large
tobacco barn, good frame stable 18x30
feel, 40 acres in fine timber, good level
land and a desirable farm convenient
to schools and churches and on good
road.
Nice cottage on corner of Brown and
Broad streets, 7 rooms, good outbuild-
ings, cistern, etc. Obeap and on rea-
sonable terms.
Stock of goods, store house and resi-
dence for sale at good town on L. & N.
R. R. First-class.paying business, nice
location, good neighborhood, churches
and schools convenient, residence b
ro ms, water works and modern im-
provements. ten acres of nice ground
with residence, good reasons for selling
Residence, 5 rooms, stable, carriage
house and all necessary outbuildings,
good cistern and orchard. Two acres of
land adjoining SoutbEentizcsky Oollege,
$1,600. Will sell this place at low price
and on easy terms.
Elegant two story residence on oar
ner of lath and Campbell streets, fronts
82 1-, feet on Campbell street by 185 feet
to alley, house has b rooms and all ne-
°smeary outbuildings, nice sheds trees,
fine garien and grape arbor.
Well improved suburban place with
18 acres of ground, house 6 rooms, good
cistern, stable, poultry bouse, carriage
house, milk blouse, etc.. everything in
good repair. '.)omplete set of farming
Implements go with the place.
Good farm 228 acres, on Nashville
road, 7 miles from Hopkinsville and 8
miles from Pembroke, good two-story
brick dwelling, 0 rooms, good well, 2
large new barns, stables and grainary.
This farm will be sold at a low price
sod on easy terms.
Large two-story house and two acres
of ground fronting on first street and
running back to the river.
186 acres of land 6 miles from town
near Prinostoo road, dwelling, two to-
ha000 barns and other out buildings
price $5 Per acre.
Good residence on corner of Main and
1st streets, fronting 60 feet on Main by
SOO feet deep. House has six rooms,
good cistern, stable and necessary out-
buildings. For sale.
86 sores of fine land just outside toll-
gate otePalmyra road. $66 per acre.
8 tracts of land near Bennettertown,
about 300 am-es: Will be converted into
3 or 8 tracts. Sold on easy terms.
A nice cottage on 4th St., four rooms
and kitchen, porch, good out-houses and
cistern, price WOO.
Two good residence lots on Main St.
in Hopkinsville, well located. The on-
ly vasant lots on West side of Main St.
for sale at a low price
Elegant lot 801400 ft. on Jesup ave-
nue. Good home with 4 large rooms, 2
porches, cistern outbuildings, shade
and front trees, Price $1,400.
An elegant farm of 115 sores of land,
on good public road, in one of the best
neighborhoods in South Christian, con•
venient to postoffice, schools and
churches, in a high state of cultivation,
good dwelling 6 rooms and hell, one
large tobacco barn, good stables and
cow houses, 2 new cabins, smoke house,
hen house, buggy house, new wire
fence, nice young orchard, grapes, rasp-
berries and strawberries, plenty of wa-
ter, very desirable, will be sold cheap
and on easy terms.
borne beautiful vacant lotion Walnut
street.
400 acres of desirable farming land in
Montgomery county, Tenn., heavily
timbered, 10 miles from Howell, Ky.
Price $5.00 per acre.
Fine farm of 245 acres in., neighbor-
hood of Howell, Ky., at a great bargain.
156 acree of land near Clarksville
pore, 3 wiles from Hoplansytlle. $40
per ACTS. Very deeireable.
Very desirable suburban resident*,
house two stories, s rooms, new and in
good reparr, about 7 acres of land, just
Imelda the city imos on one of the best
sires
A nice residence at 1/risky, Ky. Loo
of 10 acres, six room cottage and twt
room office in yard ;good servants house,
large good ice house, large stable and
carriage house and; all necessary out
buildings; splendid shade and fruit
trees, never failing well, good cistern;
convenient to depot, school and church;
tfrom _Hopkinsville with good
pike nearly the whole distance. Splen-
did location for a doctor.
A two story cottage on South Camp-
bell st., lot 70xi8e io feet. fi vo bed rooms,
sitting room, dining room, kitchen, lock
room and four porches, on first floor;
four bed rooms, two lumber rooms and
ajsewing room: on seoond floor; also
splendid dry cellar 18x14 feet with brick
walla and floor, good cistern,00al house,
meat house, kindling house and servant
house. TERMS—One third cash, bal. j
anoe in four equal annual payment,, I
per cent., interest on deferred pay-
menet.
An elegant farm of 150 acres on Oox
Mill Road 4 miles from Hopkinsville;
will improved, good dwelling, 6 fooms,
stables, granary, corn and all necessary
ont houses; first class land in tine oon-
dition.
Valuable store room on Main street
One of the best businees locations in the
city.
Wigwams & Retain
GOOD ROADS
FOR COUNTY
Court Purchases
Crusher And Engine.
Will Be Ready For Opera-
tion In Thirty
Days.
!from Friday's daily.
The fiscal court purposes to give0bris-
lien county good roach,.
Yesterday afternoon a committee
composed of Oonnty Judge Polk (Ang-
ler and Justices 8 G. Buckner and W.
R. Long closed contrzets tor the pur-
chase of modern machinery to be used
in road-building.
A complete crusher on tie entirely
new and of the best make, was bought
from Gates Iron Works, through their
agent H. M. Dalton.
The consideration was $1475. A
Huber latest improved engine, sszte•o
horse power, was bought from James
K. Green. All the machinery is porta-
ble and can be moved without d rilculty
to any part of the ccohty. It will be
shipped here and made ready for opera-
tion within thirty days
Yeeterday the fiscal court maee the
following appropriations: $20 to pay for
county surveyor's records; $168 80 to
Obampion Bridge Company for repair-
ing bridges damaged by high water in
December 1900; $32.05 for r eperses in
obtaining evidence in ease of county
against L & N. Railroad
It Girdles the Globe
The fame of Backlen's Arnica Salve,
as the best in the world, extends round
the earth. It's the one perfect healer
of cuts, corns, barns, bruiser, pores,
scalds, boils, ulcers, felons, acios,pains,
and all skin eruptions. Infalible Psle
cure 25 rants at J O. Cook, L L RIO°,
C K Wyly and Anderson & Foe ler.
Do you suffer from piles? If so do not
turn to surgery for relief. DeWittli
Witter Hazel S sive will act more quickly,
surely and safely,saving you the expense
and danger of an operation. R. 0.
Hardwick.
CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children.
Tlie Kind You Han Always Bought
Bears the
Signature of
ALL WHO use etomizereto treating
nasal catarrh wi 1 get the best result
from Ely's Liquid Cream Belie. Price
including spraying tnble 75c. Bold by
druggists or mailed by Ely Bros., 16
Warren St , N Y.
New Orleans, Sept 1, 1900.
Mauro Ely Bros :—I sold two bottles
of your Liquid Cream HAIM to a custe-
mar, Wm Lamberton, 1416 11810/thatiae
St., New Orleans; be has used the two
bottles, giving him wonderful and most
satisfactory results. Geo. W. McDuff.
Pharmacist
It's the Lame Leg
that nets the pace A is no
stronger titan its weakest link. Fe
weak *pots and places that see.. Vie
because they hurt, try
Johnson's Belladonna Plaste.s.
In Pr!':. phrase. they ...tick or.•"
the &ernes. Feld pftin. Look for
the Red Cross. N.. othe.s bear that
sign It Means excellence
JOHNSON t JODNNON.
Ittastarteneg chem.sts, New York.
4•••••5••••••••4
Hugh's
Chill Tonic
(PALA.TABLE)
Better Than Oalomel aid Quinine.
'Contains no Arsenic) The Old Reliable
Excellent General Tonic
As well as a sure cure for CHILLS and
FEVERS Malarial Fevers, Swamp Fe-
vers and Bilious Fevers.
IT NEVER FAILS.
Just whet you need al this season
Mild Laxative,
Nervous Sedative,
Splendid Tonic.
Guaranteed by all druggist*. Don't
take any substitute. Try it. 500 and
$1 0i) bottles. Prepared by
Robinson-Pettet Co.,
(I Notelle els Tee
Louisville, Ky.
odd
Dyspepsia Cure
Digests what you eat.
This preparation contains all of the
digestants and digests all kinds of
fOod, ltgives instant relief and never
fails to cure. It allows you to eat all
the food you want. The most sensitive
stomachs can take it. By its use many
thousands of dyspeptics have been
cured after everything else failed. It
prevents formation of gas on the stom-
ach, relieving all distress after eating.
Diet leg u ['necessary. Pleasant to take.
It
can't 
help
but do you good
Preparetionly by E. C. Dew ere a. co , chics.go.
Tbe $1 bottle contains it times the 'Jac. WM"
Sold by R. C. Hardwick
Nasal
CATARRH
la all its saga there
should be cleanliness.
Ely's Cream Balm
cleanses, snoi bet. and heals
ho diseased rieutbraiitt.
It rarest starlit and drives
•War • cold is We head
Cream liana Is pl&C.11 IMO the nostrils, spreads
over the 'zombi atm said is isLiorbsd- R."1/8 In
inedism arr, • cure fol/ows. It Is Mot drring—a«s
mg produce rum ring. Largo Size, 50 seats at Dew
owes by mail; Size, to cents b7 mall.
zur DROTIISRS, se Wiater Street, New Tab
ELY'S
loy.rin, :IBA:
b_41.4.,4costsittiocok,,,D
PATENTS
Sly saressed, ea nem. Mad nowt. sketch,
photo Sr fres tut,••tolfItty• 11.0k • • Hem
„ u.k, aid l'sfdri Pstaatis•sd Tratts-Ilark • •
Fairest toms aver offered to latest:ors.
AM? LASTER. 0? $$ VILAcTIOL
Al Ineensiff•ParaaPtrillairalriot
rvies Nederate
WZ" IL aow & co.
PATENT LAWYERS,
E. S. Potent Ogles, wUNINT011, I. C.
_r"
7;AP ITAL STOCK
No other
package ca.
fee noes so
far or gives
such entire
satisfaction as
AR BUCKLES
ROASTED COFFEE
owes only a Gant mom thee the eseansee Made. elves were Mpg sail Maw
coffee to the pound ma any of its many iraltadosa saes lb. irnappies—sairs
on• muttss you to a Sedalia part of some melba seine Leek Mr the list is
mai package.
THE--
AMERICAN INVESTMENT COMPANY,(Inco,ated.)
RESERVE SURPLUS
$ 25,000 00
125,000 00
AL!;:liNT PAID COUPON HOLDERS  200409 01
Address all correspondence ts
HOME OFFICE,
=Dimon ILT!
GOOD TERMS TO MST CLASS AGMS
 4
This Cost you Nothikl
The Eclipse Egg Carrier
Provides the Safest and Most Convenient Mode of Trans-
porting Eggs to the Local Market.
It Is Strong and Durable
With Metal Drop Handles and Patent Folding Filler and
Will Hold 10 Dozen Eggs.
HOW
TO
SECURE
IT
Every new subscriber to the WEEKLY KY
NEW ERA who pays One Dollar for a year's yak.
ecription in advance will be presented with the
EGG CARRIER FREE OF CHARGE
All Old Subscribers can secure the &dip.' Egg Cartier upon the
payment of all arresrages and advancing the subscription one year.
Tabs advantage of this offer AT ONCE as it may be withdrawn at
any time. Call on:or address,
Nw Era co
HOPICINSVILLE. KY.
"Always be Sure You Are
Right Then Go Ahead"
This old maxium should be re-
membered when you are discussing
the weather. If you have one of the
thermometers the New Era is giving
away you can snow exactly what the
temperature is at any time providing
it doesn't go above 120 or lower
than 30 degrees below zero
These
Thermometers
are 12 inches long and may be re.
lie upon as they are all tested:
They also have a magnifying tube
which makes the column of fluid
seem so large there is no trouble in
locating it exactly.
By complying with the following
conditions, you can get one abso-
lutely
Free!
Subscribe for the WEEKLY NEW
ERA, paying one dollar for one year
in advance, or if you are already a
subscriber, pay all arrearage any)
and one year in advance.
The same plan works with
DAILY NEW ERA only you
the
Pay
11 25 for three months in advent's.
Get one before the supply is ex-
hausted sa we only have a Limited
number and first come first sieved.
NEW ERA CO.,
W. 7th Street.
11,10fits•:.10.
. .4
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